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Cassettes are
unreliable but disks
are expensive. Mike
Roberts finds an
answer to this
dilemma for C64
and VIC owners.

suitable storage medium
for home computers. It

sultabfe medium.

tremely expensive, runn-

pounds a time (they were
not designed for storage

le. but less so, and have
quantitive problems whsn
It oomes to storage space —
disks are between 100K for
the smallest BBC drive at
around £180, 180K for the
Commodore 64 at around
£178 to 640K for the
modified non-standard BBC
drive at around £300.

The storage media (ie.

I weigh in at

with prices up tc»i disk. Price is no
to quality.

When you come to tapes,
at £30-£40 tape deck and a
£1 CPO will store about
300K.

As I previously mention-
ed, both these data storage
devices were never original-
ly designed for data
storage, so getting down to
the crux of the matter, the
Wafadrlve Is.

What is a

Wafadrive?

Everybody has heard of the
infamous Sinclair
Microdrive, an attempt to
provide a '*-*

rehSale, s

ly supported by software

Now a group of multina-
tional companies headed by
BSR/Astec (famous for
their power supplies and
modulators) and Entrepo
have, over the last few
years, developed their own

imm

tape system. The system Is,

In concept, similar to all
'stringy floppies' that have
been developed. A loop of
tape that is joined at the
ends. So that if you want
some data that Is at the
beginning of a tape and
read head is just past it, It

will wind on past the join
until it Is In the appropriate
plaoe to read it again. So

The big unreliabity pro-
blem comes with the spool-
ing method. When you have
unravelled the tape, you
have to shove it back onto
the spool again. This Is

where the Sinolalr devices
fall down, at this point,

get all munched up — los-
ing all data, programs etc.

The Entrepo units do not

highly developed tape
system, lubricants, —
“.S'

to suffer any more. Dean
Eleotronlos are now Impor-
ting the Quick Data Drive

deed and is a lot smaller
than the standard^ tope

... requires no extr
r jwer supply. Quite
change from the heavy an-
arge disk s>
ts trailing w
The QOS (Quick

the 4K of spare RAM from
SC000 Is taken over. 4K
from SA000 is also token,
but this Is banked under
Basic and Is not normally
used by the Basic user.

For normal disk-type
commands a separate pro-
gram needs to be loaded,
called a File Management
Utility. The FMU provides
tope to wafer, wafer to
wafer, disk to wafer, and

3t other combinations of
!. It does not copy

flies.

The FMU also provides a
o that the Com- directory display, format-

ting, system creation, and
clean drive (this needs a

he tape
Britain the system
law the light of day

Rotronics

This is done by 1

ting the operating system
wafer and hitting run/stop
(where have I seen that
before!) the QDD will
emulate the tape recorder
and load In the program at
normal tope speeds. This
obviously takes a while as
'normal' tope speeds are
very slow Indeed.
When booting has token

cleaning wafer). It is a
shame that these essential

CTA 'peripheral of the year'

However, other com-
K

i directly to th
Igh speed.
The QOS does t

have memory space though, and

If the price drops to
significantly lower than
disks this will be well
worth getting.
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ahostbusters
Brian Jack's Superstar

Challenge
Spy Hunter
Qremlins
Impossible Mission
Football Manager
Daley Thompson’s

Decathlon
Bruce Lee
Air Wolf
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Moon Cresta
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Pole Position
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Adventure International
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International
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Football Manager
Mini Office
Manic Miner
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ARCHON
something in it for all games

addicts; arcade, adventure

and strategy are all here. My
only complaint is that it's best

played against a human opponent - the

computer's just too good and you can't

give it a handicap.

Bryan Skinner

Personal Computer News

Features• Play the computer or a friend• Computer

player gets tougher as you do• 64 Battle combinations

• Separate battleground screen • Medieval pieces

like the wizard and the sorceress - magic spells and a board

that changes asyou play# Deluxe boxed package includes

full instruction and hints manual• Joystick controlled
*

muiura



I

COMPETITION

Competition
Rules

3. All entries must be
Is postmarked before 1st

s of July.

.
editor.

entered

s the correct results and II

Win an Atari
600XL Games
Pack
Silica Shop, the number one
Atari specialists, are giving
away an Atari 600XL com-
puter to the winner of our
competition. This 16K
home computer Is Ideal for
games playing featuring
high resolution graphics
and superb sound. Inch"*
ed In the prize is a Joyr"
and two cartridge ga
Donkey Kong and Qlx.

i How to win

a Joystick the defen

Ble {ntested*

All the Judges will look-

a for is the imagination
ingenuity of the design

and layout of your

Obviously In your entry
you should include the
following information.
Who or what are you guar-
ding and how they get past

, You should

weapons* 'as we
diagram of the for

1

All you have to do to enter and send It all
this competition is to last post on Ju

r
/

Coupon
/ Send to: Computer Gamer. Silica Shop Competition. 1
• Golden Square. London Wl.

C Name
' Address

VI>

' Post Code

j Age

Which computer do you own?

7- _ _ /
t
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It’s easy to complain
about an advertisement.
Once you knowhow

nroc
° f hC Wa

.

yS W
f
keep 3 check on the advertising that appears in the

press,on posters and in the cinema is by responding to consumers’ complaints.Any complaint sent to us is considered carefully and, if there's a case to
answer, a full investigation is made.

„„ ,
5?" thlnk yi

u
'

ve
f*e™1 reason to complain about an advertisement,send off tor a copy ofour free leaflet.

It will tell you all you need to know to help us process your/
complaint as quickly as possible. M

T ,
The Advertising Standards Authority. W

II an advertisement is wrong,were here to put it right.
ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House.Torrington Place, LondonWC1E 7HN

s of hinh standards of advert



Imagine the outrage if a
small nuclear device ex-
ploded in Britain. As MI8

your desk that someone is
planning to do Just that and
you have only a limited
amount of time to find out
exactly who is going to do
it, how and where.

latest thriller is the basis

signed by America, Russia
and Britain back in 1968.

ie has tried — until now.

explode a small nuclear
bomb and use^ their disln-

should ensure that enough

allegiance to the only partly
committed to Unilateral

The game is a three part
enture game, the first

two parts being ioon/menu
driven with part three be-
ing text input with some
arcade-type sequences. In
part one, you have to un-
cover a traitor within your
ranks. This leads to part

the final part and the actual
defusion of the bomb. The
three parts must be played
in order as successful com-
pletion of parts one and two

ing a pointing finger round
the screen and pressing the
return key, Most of the
icons, once seleoted, lead to
a window full of further op-
tions. For example, selec-

ting the picture of the
telephone, gives you four
choices: make an outgoing
call (you are prompted for
the number), listen to an
incoming call, put the
telephone on hold (so that
you don't lose a call of you
are doing something else)

From right to left, these are
memos, reports and sltreps
(reports from your wat-
chers). Accessing one of
these terminals gives you I

options to read, file or
throw away the report. As

The i

d mostly selfwell drawn and mostly s
explanatory. The telephone
has already been described.
The filing oabinet is used
for storing memos and
reports that you have ac-

... The video camera
put a

supposedly glamourous as
spying have their problems
with bumf.

_
' the game itself. As

d earlier, your main
bo lo the game Itself. As

to the game itself. As men-
tioned earlier, your main
task is to find out who has
been leaking the Nato
documents. But your lob Is

concerned with all aspects
]

THF

-F-O-m-H-
PH0T0C01

With only days to foil a Russian plot to explode
a nuclear bomb in Britain, Gordon Hamlett is seconded

to MIS to investigate.

election. Experts in
Moscow have decided that
If the Labour Party is
returned to power, they can
control the government to

the next few years, Britain
will withdraw from Nato,
allow a Russian invasion
and so pave the way for a
Soviet takeover of mainland
Europe. The problem is to

yields a password allclowing
instal-

e settling
b as head

t away with r

e bargained

t C?(A), responsible for
surity of Goverment

amongst
top secret Nato documents.
Being a good patriot, he
sends them anonymously
to the Ministry of Defence
and this is where the game

Most of part one consists

different positions whilst
the graph gives you details
of your current prestige
and how much of the game
you have solved.

You have only forty days
to solve part one of the

charts your progress. Each
“day" takes two minutes of
computer time but once
you have solved the early
parts of the adventure, you

rapidly.^

the bottom of the s

from within your of

depict varying functions symbols appear" (

something for you to read.

of security In Government
buildings and other people
will want you to sort out

;

their problems as well.
Some of these other jobs
will give you additional
clues whilst others are 1

merely designed to waste
your time.

messages congratulating

to some serious work. You
soon discover that a young
civil servant called Abbs is

reportedly seeing a foreign
national so you decide to
put some watchers on her
and see what happens. It is

worth looking up the file

called “telephone" at this
stage as it gives you some
important numbers of use
later in the game. The most
frequently used of these

COMPUTER GAMER JUNE 1985



other MIS offices. By ph
lng them, you can get th
files transferred to your
fice — providing of cou
that you know the name
the file that you want.

Another thing you t

have to find out |

quickly. Is exactly w

where to put security locks.
If you do not get It oorrect
first time, you get summon-

i" GettlnfPa
Us, I put lo

every single dc

—

building. This re

rather terse me

with this,
ae

memo sta _
that they didn't know

the lei

documents In order that
n check up on them

had about t

l eliminate ,

^fo spy story is complete

and Fourth Protocol Is no
exception. Memos come
through at regular Inter-
vals telling you what the
latest password Is. You
need to know this before
you oan access any of the

considered a security Item

threatening to go on strike
If the locks weren't taken
off the toilets pretty qulck-
lyl

As you complete dif-
ferent actions, so your
prestige varies for better or
for worse. The lower It gets,
the fewer watches you will

and reports that you get.
Unlike other adventures,
where you have to go and
look for things, here things
come to you. Of course, you
then have to act on them,
but there Is always
something going on. You
will have the opportunity
for making voice print
analysis, using . the
remarkable talents of Blod-
wyn with her Incredible
memory for faces and liais-

ing with other security ser-
vices, both your own and
foreign, In your search for

When you think you
know who has been giving

nes are introduced. Com-
iiunicate allows you to use
he phone or talk to so-

lets you take, drop o:

-n object while '

—

oojeot, reading something
or taking an Inventory or
your stock. The final Icon is

the one that enables you to
move around. This gives a
comprehensive choloe of ac-
tions ranging from getting

a lift or following someone.
To start with, you will

<-~s mjs

files at Blenheim. Being

passwords are not written

beVecoded using the one
time pads whloh are Includ-
ed in the packaging of thee as a playing aid.

pads consists of an
array of letters which ^are

telligence services
throughout the world by
virtue of being almost un-
breakable.

Not all your time is
spent In the office. A request
comes through for you to
Install a security system at
Building 17. When you get
there, you are presented

blueprint

become that much
difficult. The sort of
that would affeot your
prestige would be the

. defection of i

it evidence there Is

prestige goes up as he tells

MI6 everyhting he knows.
If you don't get him In
time, he defects to the
Russians and down goeB
your prestige.

^ ^ anae

If you get everything cor-
rect (and be warned, It's

not that easy) you get a
password whloh allows en-
try to part two. If you get It

wrong, the game continues
but with an enormous dent

automatically afer the forty
days-have elapsed,

Your objective in part
two 1b to discover the loca-

substdlary Information ai
others are total red herr-
ings. The way the plots fit

together is cleverly done
and there is a real feel of be-
ing there, especially with
the variations In the memos part o

lot of travelling to be done
and there are about 17S
locations to be explored.
The utility and assessment

As you move around the
country, following a group
of terrorists that you have
had a tip off about, you will
find you way impeded by
rail strikes and the like.

Plus, of course, the fact

right to pass a piece of
equipment at the right
time. You have to do all

your own legwork In this
part, no teams of watchers
to help you out here. As In
part one, successful com-

COMPUTER GAMER JUNE 1985



raid on the building. You
must arm the six soldiers
at your disposal before sen-
ding them into the building
for a shootout with the KGB
thugs. This is depicted as a
Berzerk j: style game
both sets of agents dodging
round the furniture ir —

icceedlf tc

reaches' * zfro Starts to
mount. If you get the cor-—

* sequence, you are

fourth Protocol la the
first serious attempt at a

works very well indeed.
The use of icons makes the
game a lot friendlier to use
than text input and the
storyline flows well and
maintains a high level of
excitement. This is due in

you a password for part
three. The task must be
completed within a certain
number of moves although

I this is fairly lenient and so
I you don’t have to follow an

All that remains now, is

the small matter of defus-

= _..e bomb and it is in
is part that the Speotrum
d 64 versions differ con-

siderably. The original
specification of the game
called for an arcade game in
part three, but the writers
— the Electronic Pencil
Company — felt that this
would destroy the feel of
the game. The Spectrum
version was so far advanc-
ed though, it was decided to

leave the arcade element in.

Having found the looation
of the bomb in part two,

K
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SILICA SHOP LTD. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 01-309 lit!

ORDER NOW-OR SEND FOR OUR FREE ATARI BROCHURES,

Lj'iH'Ullll

ENTERTAINMENT PACK!

RECORDER PACK

•ACKAGE PRICE (XLC 1010) £129.00

£129
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Once again Com-
puter Gamer’s in-

trepid explorers
find themselves
with bleary eyes,
aching wrists,
and stiff necks.

As always
Mike Roberts
(words) and this
month Steve
Phipps (pictures).

centre of the screen. The
terrain rushes up to you lr

an excellent 3D effect.





useful display that shows

20
- — ^ -M

A graphics package and a
games designing aid for
only £7.95! Tony
Hetherington looks at the
state of Spectrum art.

Often the only difference
between a good game and an
average one lies in the pro-
grams graphics. Up to now.
we have only been able to

B in awe at the 3-D
los created by the
of Ultimate, but now

through Leonardo, even I,

can create Knight Lore
style 3-D displays.

Leonardo isn't the first,
nor will it be the last
graphics package for the
Spectrum but it surely is
the most comprehensive to
date. For not only does it

have the usual array of line
drawing, circle and fill

commands it has an lm-

R
resslve array of additional
latures that distance it

additional features that I

will concentrate in this ar-

slmple to use it tatesome
time to learn how to use its

many facilities. Indeed the
program is accompanied by
a 100 page manual which
-lude^example

, Thankfully
booklet also Includes some
keyboard charts to show
which operation is accessed
by pressing each key. This
Is vital since many of the
keys have three or four
operations associated with
them. A keyboard overlay
would seem an abvious
answer however I’m afraid
the Spectrum plus has put

begin di
ing for I

l be toggled bet-

p or bottom ol

in

Such forethought, while
commendable, isn't as
necessary with Leonardo as
it is with other graphics
packages. For drawings
can be easily erased, copied
or even scrolled across the
screen to the desired loca-

Infaot, Leonardo seems
to have been designed for
the lazy artist. If for exam-—

-i decide you need a

scarf-waving fan. This iL

saved as what Leonardo
calls a picture element.

• be any defined

paint fans oi. ... ....

By carefully setting s
additional parameters they
can appear to stand behind
one another making a
realistic display. Store two
or three types of fans and
the crowd scene becomes
ever more realistic. What is

paid to such luxuries.
However, I soon found that
I^could^ remember

. enough

*
' booklet at every

The programs routines
are efficient and well
thought out. The whole
screen is occupied by the
drawing screen and so you

special function, for exam-
ple a circle, then the bottom
half of the display gives
way to user friendly pro-
mpts asking for the radius
and so on. Once the func-
tion is completed then the
full drawing area returns.
Many users will first

plan their work on graph
paper before committing it

to screen and will therefore
benefit

"

i which c
i up i 774

UDG’s or an entire backup
screen. Unfortunately not
all three. However you
could create the Images,
elements and UDG's that
you may need in your pro-
gram in stages and save
eaoh to tape. They can then
be loaded into your own
programs.

dolour is added to pie-

Spectrum's attribute pro-
blem that cause colours to
smudge. However it can
help by allowing you to
paint on the colour as and
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of the Lords of the Vole

take what you

Remember, keep a check
of the total score. It may
not necessarily be the one
with the highest

John Selwyn
to stick."

' m, and give the

direction.
End of the line -

‘ n transplant
quit

30: A Villain In
mg to 6.

33: Leader of

roundabout
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being more or group effort
than any one person's
strivings.

'n this, the first of

HI,
Pole Position
The first game v
to look at is P(
for the Atari home com-
puter system. The techni-
ques are also applicable for
the BBC, Spectrum, and C64
versions.

Braking? Don’t! as

that will help another
gamer play^ a —
dress along with your
name, address, telephone
number, age and member-
slilp number for the club. If
you have no number, then
send your application along
with your hint,

ed 'Hint”
a
to:

86

There Is only one time
where you should use the
brakes, and that's on the
corner that all regular
players know and hate. It is

sharp left hand hair

.... right hand side (colours
may vary according “ —

... ... previous t
mentioned, slowing down
should not be achieved by u
ing the brakes. This Is due

re-aocelerate. To
n those few mph

them slowing

f.‘£S

practical.X‘.“ infamous |and deadly sign should
pass harmlessly in front of
your nose. When c

COMPUTER OAMER JUNE 1988 I



4
Pole position is a game that is

popular both in the home and in

the arcades. Mike Roberts keeps
you on the right track with his

hints and tips.

This method must,
course, be modified If the
are any opposing cars :

>f skid to the Inside lane can
e soon be made up to max-
n imum In the remainder of

Comers should always be
taken on the Inside lane.
This gives you more
manoeuverlng room and
means that you can take It

at a higher speed, you ex-
cess speed can be shed by
sliding to the outside lane If

objects ^is also

It. If there is o:

that you are m

your sr
bring yi

he following
lere they are
i handle,

road Is clear and

r. This w 1 just m

around corners

Overtaking
Cars rarely* travel
singles, they usually rr

around in pairs or fours.

it will avoid

Ewant to grab every tiny
f speed you should try

tapping around corners.
Again the technique re-
quires you to be on the in-
side lane. The road also

195 mph you will start to
move onto the outside lane.
The technique requires you
to 'tap' the Joystick

J - “i inside of th~
Thii

the n

However, you have to
careful that you doi
smack into its pair whi
Just happens to be unse
around a corner.

Tackling groups of t'

succession. So just apply
pairs technique, and
’ quickly.k quickly,
he thing to k:

pairs is tha

speeds. Once you have
worked out which is the
faster car, you should tuck

\ but without skid-

With sets of eight, the
cars are staggered, so you
must keep your speed to
within a 5 mph margin and
zig-zag between them. Do-
ing this on corners Is very
difficult.
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j(,o Rand’s OnJMBun!
48 Traffic Wardens,

...7 busy charartere, 10 ^ 72g square feet of London,

95 London Tube Station^
actton filled screens.

7 million
Londoners . .

PAUL MCCARTNEY’S
v'~>

For the Spectrum and Commodore £7.99

Available from WH Smith, Menzies, Laskys
and all good computer stores.

The new single is missing and the band have
gone home for the weekend— leaving you
just 15 hours to re-create the missing tune.

A race against time around London to
findeach member of the missing band.
You have to watch out for blue
meanies, wardens and Rath! A
clever strategy game, full of
excitement, brilliant graphics
and all wrapped-up with
McCartney music!



AVIEW»AK1LL
THE rOMPUTER fiAME
From 7th June,

YOU will become® James Bond
in his first arcade/adventure on

.
1

Spectrum 48K, Commodore 64,

jtt Enterprise 64
and watch out for

Amstrad, MSX and others
H e Eon Productions Ltd. Glldrose Publications Ltd. 1985

Domark Ltd., 204 Worple Road, London SW20 8PN. Tel: Ot-947 5624 Tele»: B94475 G

You -nay order oy Access L Vise

telephone (01-94? 5624).

Please debit my CREDITCARD



MUIF
Dave Bishop takes an indepth look at

'ame that attracts both
nd arcade freaks. 7

The Aim of the
Game
By deploying resources and
developing plots of land
each player must try to

possible. But there is a
catch because you each
form part of a colony which
must, as a whole, aohieve a
certain monetary level in
order to survive. The more
selfish each player is in his
or her pursuit of wealth the
more the colony is placed in
Jeopardy I

Choosing your
Character

... . good at mining
Smlthore ( more of that
later). Different characters
also start with different

What is a
M.U.L.E.?

(8) Energy
(3) Smlthore
(4) Crystdte (only found in I
the tournament game) I

Food is needed to pro- I

vide enough time to outfit I

more M.thL.E.s. All plots I

exoept those producing I

food will use up this I

resource. Food plots I

themselves are self- I

sufficient. The price of food I

usually stays well below SO I

except during shortages I

when it can rocket well into I

the 800's. The best place to I
produce food is by the I

Energy Is required to I
power your M.U.L.E.s and I

a lack of energy will result I
in under production on one I
or more of your plots. As I



inmrmSmlthore price may Boar
well into the 200's.

Crystlte, like Smlthore,
la mined from the ground
but there are only a limited
number of plots where de-
cent suppllesof crystlte an
ways of determining
whether a plot is rich In
orystlte. The first Is by
assaying the plot you are
Interested in, by taking a
soil sample baok to the
town for analysis. The se-
cond way Is to deploy a
crystlte M.U.L.E. onto a

r you think may be rich
orystlte. Onoe produc-

tion for that round starts
the number of dots In the
bottom left hand corner of
the plot will tellyou all you
need to know. The price of
crystlte ranges between 50
and 150 and is not affected
by supply and demand.

5 selling price will
always be 35 higher than
It's buying price, that is If It

has anything to sell I

Let's play a game!
The game Is divided Into

three main phases:
(1) Land grant
(2) Development
(3) Auction

The Land Grant
The colony Is divided Into
44 plots, one of which Is the
town. The remaining 43
can be used to produce any
one of the four resources
mentioned above by the
outfitting and development
of a M.UX.E. At the start of
the round a black cursor
frames each plot In turn
from top to bottom and
from left to right. Land is
ohosen by pressing a
Joystlok or keyboard when
the cursor frames the plot

S want. It Isn’t always
simple though because

someone else may want the
same plot as you In which
case the first on the button
will get It, although close
calls will Invariably be won
by the player with less

At the end of the land
grant phase extra plots
may be put up for auction

Plots are developed by
entering the town and pur-
chasing a M.U.L.E. which
then has to be outfitted to

e>rm It’s required func-
Thls having been done

you must lead the M.U.L.E.
to the plot you want to

After production comes a

players can bid and outbid
each other for the various
resources. This Is one of the
best designed features of

buyers
Ing bee

decide to be
sellers. This hav-

been done the players
displayed on the auc-

When two buyers meet a
aeller at the same time (or
vice versa) the player with
the least money will tran-
sact first. This allows you
to buy out the store, for ex-
ample, when one or more of
your opponents need to buy
too thus leaving them

Economics
Buying and selling prices In

monitoring ofprice fluctua-
tions is a prerequisite to
successful M.U.L.E.Ing as
'.t allows quick k'" —
ie made by o
before the price d.-,_.

Another vital area of tt.

game comes when deciding
what type of M.U.L.E. to

deploy on a given plot.

reasons for deploying a
particular M.U.L.E. One Is

to produce food or energy

survival, a

ducmgf' say, energy and
you think these factors
may push the price up and
even dictate the selling

price, especially If the store
doesn’t have any.

Here, as In many other
places, the player In last
place Is helped by going last

In line during the deploy-
ment phase. This allows
him to see what the others
have done and legislate ac-

cordingly.

Economics of

scale & the lear-

ning curve

Before each land grant
phase It Is Important to
work out whloh plot you 're

going to try for. Adjacent
plots producing the same
thing will produce one
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InU'PTH

then each will produoe
another extra unit each as
you learn to produoe more
efficiently, A good policy
therefore is to develop
groups of plots that are all
conneoted. This allows far
more flexibility in
M.U.L.E. allocation and
means that like pairs of
M.U.L.E.s oan be deployed
at any one time.

Scoring

Hints and Tips

(1 ) Try to become self suffl-

Smt as quickly as possible
n’t rely on the store for a

continuous supply of food
and/or energy — somer-
else may buy the store i

or there may be a fire.

Random Events

energy output and the most
feared of all — The Pirate —
who steals all Crystlte pro-
duced that round Including
any that players may have
been hoarding because the
price wasn't high enough to
justify selling last round.

One of the extra fi

the tournament ge
ability to shut 01
more of your opponets dur-
ing the auction phase. This

could come to a private ar-
rangement where one con-
centrates on food produc-

Collusion during
land auctions

As mentioned^ above you

trying to get a particular
plot during the land grant
phase (especially If a
Crystlte meteor has just
landed on an unowned
plotl).

This often results in
players with plots far away

ires of from their main develop-
ls the ments. In suoh oases It may

smack
4

' hi
your development.“'collu-
slon allows you to sell land

without interfere™

- ~ surplus energy units to
allow for development next

break-even level
take Into aci

energy requlrer
le next round.

(6) The pirate usually
oomes at least once In the
game and often twice. So If

you've got lots of Crystlte
because the price has
• y lately but it's la

game and the pirate
1 1 made an appearance

ien think carefully
. . selling at a modest

price In preference to losing
everything next round.

from economies of scale
and the learning curve thus
producing more of their
chosen resource. Then dur-
ing the auction phase
energy and food can be ex-
changed to enable both

Summary
It Is very difficult to oonve
in so few words how deep
game M.U.L.E. really Is. A
I oan say, is play It for i

leastan hour — if after thi
you can't see why M.U.L.I
Is one of the best garni

” detsrmlne°
-
ths" "

! high
Jiubs.

Crystlte”*
very Informative 1., .....

§AN befound
81"8 CrysMe

M.U.L.E. Is available In
Atari and Commodore ver-
sions from Ariolasoft.
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64mmim
Infocom are the undisputed leaders in text adventures.
Gordon Hamlett examines their range in his first look

at adventures for the Commodore 64.



9

j

living their normal lives,

Up the

Just In case you have
still not found a scenario

'
i, you oould

11 Infocom's games ,

beautifully packaged, t
don't Just get a disk wit:
few Introductory notes. I

example. In Witness, j

61U,

scribbled message. The
package Is completed with
booklets advertising other
Infooom products and the
whole package Is contained
In a wallet somewhat larger

Before you rush out and
buy all the games, there are
however, two drawboks.
First, the games are nnt
cheap (£30-£40) esi
with the strength o
dollar against the pound I

and secondly, as mentioned
earlier, you will need a disk i

drive. To alleviate the price
problem, Commodore have

E
roduoed six titles under
cence. These games are

Zork I, n and m, Star-

for the disk drive, more and
more software, especially
American software. Is be-
ing produced on disk only

. — 3 about people who
have bought a BBCJust so
that they can play Elite on

Infooom games are so
id. that I would suggest
s worth buying a disk
ve Just so that you can

ilay them.
mfooom adventures are

available for the Atari,

mischievous
Floyd to help you on your
way. Robots also play a

drastically wrong on your
ship and you get awakened
from your oryogenlc cap-
sule in order to put things
to right. You do this by con-
trolling six robots, each of
which has a different func-
tion. Iris and Auda act as
your eyes and ears respec-
tively. Waldo will

called outpourings. Getting .

different views of the same
area makes fascinating

SS”Sf the most* original
storylines I have seen. The
fourth sci-fi ^game Is the

• 64mmm



Is of Kake” by Joe Dever and Gary ChalR

.'48UC9.99-'.. Commodore 64 £9*95
aouKes 10 Doug.Foxon 01-387,2811 \

Vonotar The Traitor still lives - can you survive the Ice Halls ofTerror?

You are Lone Wolf, the last ofthe Kai Lords. Shocking news has

reached your homeland that Vonotar The Traitor still lives and now
V rules over the Ice Barbarians of Kalte.

The King has vowed to your people that Vonotar will

be brought tojustice for his crimes. But it is a promise

that only you, Lone Wolf, can fulfil. In the ICE HALLS
FTERROR, you must brave the terrible dangers of the

:e kingdom in your quest to capture your most

;
hated foe. But be warned! It is a challenge that will test

your skill and endurance to the very limit.

4*„.





detailed and Imaginative
adventuring, which Is why
I suggested the purchase of
a book to start you off.

locations are to be arranged
and what frarlls you wish to

locations. I do suggest that
iu have a fairly limited
vledgr -*

that you

better to build up your pro-
gram gradually in sections
of short subroutines then
putting it all together after-
wards, rather than trying
to write the whole program
-* —* **-—1 finding

have been corrupted.
(3) Try adjusting the

volume control on your
tape recorder. It may be
that your particular
cassette is recorded at a
different level than
that which you are us-

(4) Try using a different

rarely,^t Is possible
that certain tape
recorders cannot cope
with certain programs
but use of another tape
recorder could solve

luxury to my mind, but

ct adventure, there Is

ison why you should r

d graphics to make

since knowing ....

to all the puzzles makes
winning far too easy. But
the expeience you have
gained will hopefully

although that might be a
little too much to hope for.

Arcade type adventures
are a different kettle of fish
altogether. They

_

require
n graphical a
d I don’t thin!

?,PS:
ferent type of skill wl
required.^ Correct timing

Having problems?

There are various routines
which I always follow on
encountering a problem.

oeesful of course but they
provide a good basis of
where to start eating away
at your problem. I hope
that you will find them
useful.
Problem No. 1: Tape will
not load correctly or won’t
run after loading.
A common enough pro-

blem which frustratlngly
enough occurs before you
have even reached the title

page of your adventure.
Here is how you should try
and remedy this.

(1) Check all leads are con-
nected correctly. If
they are not then ad-
just them accordingly
and try again.

(2) Turn the tape over and-
try the other side. One
side of the tape may

help you there.

If all the above fi

ADVENTURE

something
Inanimate nature is block-
ing your path.

(1)

Examine it carefull;
for any dues that 1

anything that might
help you there.

(3)

Take note of what the
object is and see If you

(B) If none of the above
prove successful then

. write to the manufac-
mastered the turers explaining your

predicament, an ad-
dress Is usually provld-“ *~r Just suoh a f"~

They should s

anything
;h the ob-jd with

ject that you
might move It or reveai
Its use. Try out all your
theorys.

(4)

List you Inventory then
try out each object In
turn against the pro-

Dear Marlon.
With reference to your arti-
cle In April’s edition of
’Computer Gamer’ could
you please offer any help
with the adventure ’Hamp-
stead’ by Melbourne
House. I can only achieve
33% and always get stuck
once I’ve reached the sta-
tion. I’ve tried numerous
ways round the problem
and entered London via
Regent, Oxford, Piccadilly

across a character In a loca-
tion who seems to be block-
ing an exit or preventing
you from performing an ac-

This problem Is obvious-
ly associated with actual

S
'

,y of the adventure.
Take r—- -* — **—

The one prime rule in
adventuring which should

be applied before from the news

ridden the bike, ei
UB40 for giro which I
subsequently cashed, been
in the Oxfam shop and ex-
changed my tracksuit for
tweeds and taken the art
and antiques magazine
from the newsagentsbefore
going Into the station

G as you meet where I’ve acquired a travel

you can think of
anything associated
with the character or
type of creature that
you think will get rid of

(2) Llst^your Inventory
and write down any-

rying. Use each object
In turn against the
character until some-
thing happens, use
your onjects within
reason though. Don’t

w?th a whistle, blow
the whistle. It might
just scare him away.
Also try giving the
creature some of your
objects, but don’t be
too free with them for
yoiynlght not get them

(3) Look around your loca-
tion and see If there is

before you have examlne3
It. You could save yourself
from quite a few sticky
situations If you remain

Two steps that I did not
mention In any of those
problem solving routines

(1) Ask for HELP. I did not
mention this beoasue it

really should only be
used as a last resort
and In any case you
might not get help Just
when you want it. But
if you really are well
ana truly flummoxed
by a problem, then Just
one clue is forglveable.

(2) Load the other side of
the tape next time you
play. This may seem a
strange one to add but
there may be a bug In
the program which Is
not immediately ap-
parent and does not
allow you to overcome
a certain problem. You
may find that loading

would be most dearly

Thanking you.

Hi:
This Is the procedur.

suggest you follow. Before
you go to the station to
catch your train, I suggest
that you return to the Junc-
tion between the main road
and the high street. Here
you are to go east towards
Hampstead. Now you will

ed land of Hampstea
DON’T GO EAST HERE I C

north and you will con

(This should be possible
Just by typing SIT),
underneath It you will then
see a credit card. Take the

possible

o solution to

correct actions
able you to solve
particular pro-

The first is highly
unlikely and extremely un-
satisfactory. The second
has Just oi

“

playing.

J-
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going to fall Into a trap of
reviewing the so called ‘AR-
CADE ADVENTURES' In
the adventure column.
Although there may be pro-
blems to solve, but I feel"

‘ that requires

and purchase a business
suit with your credit card.
Don't forget to wear It

before you leave the shop
though.

I hope these hints will

get you a little rurther and
that the addition of the
credit card will get you
more noticed around Lon-
don. Good luok with play-
ing Hampstead.

Dear Marlon,
I have Just bought and read
the first Issue of your
magazine and I must say
found It very enjoyable.
After reading the adventure
column, which Is always
the first thing I turn to, I
felt I must write to you on a
number of points.

5(i

thatanything
a joystick and n

i adventure,

only and^t
and graphic adventures,
without starting on about
Arcade Adventures' as
well. Leave them to the ar-
cade game players as the
major requirement seems
to be timing. I must admit I
have got ‘Technician Ted'
but It Isn't in my adventure

Well now I've got that off

my chest I’ll wish you all

the best for the future of
the magazine and especial-
ly of your column. Tell the
Ed you need another page!
fm off to slay some

ADVENTURE
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-HITCH H-l-K-m-
mETOTHEGMm

j often misguidedly ap-

straight fi

the play o:

le Galaxy,
according to the Guide)
before throwing you out In-
to space.

So, Babel fish in ear, you
are flung out into space and
are picked up by the Heart
of Gold, a revolutionary
new ship powered by the
Improbability Drive. To

Hitchhikers, the com-
puter game, comes from the
Infocom stable, famous for
such thoroughbreds as
Deadline and the Zork
trilogy. All Infocom's pro-
ducts feature highly
sophisticated langauge in-
teraction and have been
labelled "Interactive Fic-
tion’', rather than adven-
tures. A description which
perfectly describes a good
night’s interaction with
Hitchhikers.
Adams and Infocom col-

laborated on the project
from start to finish and this
marratge of talent has prov-
ed an unqualified success
with much of the text being
original rather than taken

jr the ^feature film c_
T-shirts, or the ...

!

Having spent so long
hitchhiking around the
galaxy, I'm not about to
make it easy for anyone
else but a few ditties should
serve to wet your appetite.

As in the book, the game
starts with you, Arthur
Dent, trying to persuade a
particularly silly civil ser-
vant that demolishing you

minutes to make way for a
new Hyper-Space Bypass
being built by a Vogon Con-
structor Fleet.

Having hitched a lift off
the Earth with your friend,
Ford Prefect, who, you
have just discovered, is
really a researcher for the
Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy, you are captured
by the Vogons.

The Vogon captain in-

reveal just what exactly
you would have to do would
spoil your enjoyment, but
suffice it to say that in
order to do it you must
"become” other characters

The best way to
lustrate this is with ai .

E
le of examples. . On the
ridge of the Heart of Gold,

you find a handbag con-
taining a pair of t

! yapping outside the
s where you and Ford
at drinking six minutes

to 11-

Later on you wake up at a
party and you are being
ohatted up by Arthur Dent
(he who you Just were)
from whom you get a very
Important thing (V.I.T.)
which you put in your

md contents of the handbag on— the bridge of theH.O.G. , on-
ly to discover that tweezers
have been joined by the
V.I.T.

As if that wasn 't enough,
how about being on board a
microscopic spaceship
heading into battle when
it's swallowed by a dog!
Suddently, you remember a

have brought a cheese
sandwich from the pub and
fed it to the dog, this is
what would have happen-
ed: "The dog is deeply mov-
ed, With powerful sweeps
of its tail, it indicates that it

regards this cheese sand-
wich as one of the great
cheese sandwiches. Nine
out of ten pet owners could
happen by at this point ex-
pressing any preference
they pleased, but this dog
would spurn them and all
their tins. This Is a dog
which has met its main
sandwich. It eats with pas-

miorosoopic space•n£P"
g

_
This is just one

the t Hitchhike!

Hitchhikers is a bug-
ree, highly interactive and

I extrutlatlngly funny
I adventure. 1% convinced
I it's a major contribution to
mental derangement and
definitely worth buying a
disk drive for.

Hints and Tips
1. Consult the Guide about
an^thingand^everything.

3. Take everything you find
— all things are useful.
4. Alan Freeman?
5. You'll need four objects

r to get the Babel fish.
Make use of suoh

prespositlons as "under”,
"through" and "inside”

sweeps 8. Read every word of the

— both are riddled with
clues, and funny too!
9. Using your five senses
will get you out of many a
tricky situation.
10. Nevi

‘

ir be without your

ali

1
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Dungeon
Dressing

ADVMURt

When is a door not a door? Gordon
Hamlett answers this and other
important questions in this months
Dungeon Dressing.

Trap of the
Month

Last month I looked at
ways of making your loca-
tion descriptions ^more in-

couple of months. I want to
deal with the problems
within an adventure.

If you wish to populate
your dungeon with lazer-

wlelding bunnies, then
fine, I am not going to try
and stop you. What I think
you ought —* '

—

misunderstood what I

meant when I asked you to

write in with your ideas for

tricks and traps. I did not
want "you are walking
down a long oorridor when
a pit opens up in front of
you and you fall 300 feet

onto some poisoned spikes.

_ Instead I

was looking more for pro-

blems to be overcome. Here

of disguising acoess ti

other areas of the dungeon
Chris McBride iron

re things like rooms full of

riot in a story all about
elves and goblins. In other
words, try and avoid major
inconsistencies. Before you
argue that you have got -

Glasgow came up with the
-* —neone searching

passages. They
one, but it is only a

loove containing
sure. Convinced that he
solved the puzzle, the

piayr-

trolled room, let

that
- -

from a commei

an Egyptian tomb!

concept to understand a

surely it is all make believ
anyway. Probably the bei

way of explaining it, is m
to, but to give lots of ei

amples and hope it

dear. Whilst you can soi a
whole game round the
killer rabbits, the one room
full of snow is out of place
in the rest of the setting. It

may be a great trap, but
you cannot — “ “"*

elsewhere. Had he searohed
the alcove, he would have
discovered a sliding panel
which ooncealed a tunnel
leading to new locations
Tricky huh?

Henry Cherry from Der-

room supported by carved
pillars. One of the pillars

particular story so take

Be honest,

description, is doors. Doors
are for kicking d
unlocking with
coloured key so this month,
I've written out a list of a
few ways of making doors
more interesting. In pass-
ing, the only doors that I

can remember from my
3 playing, are in
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PLAY-BY-MAIL
FANTASYGAMES

THE TRIBES OF CRANE
a fantasy game

bound only by the

imagination of its players

orSTARMASTER
the ultimate Science



By the time you read
this, members of the
Computer Gamer

' Readers Club will
have read two free
newsletters, been of-

fered fantastic dis-

counts on software,
accepted reduced
subscription rates to

their favourite mag

and entered ex-
clusive club only
competitions. Some
members may even
have won their first

Intergalactic award!
All you have to do

to join our FREE
club is fill in the ap-
plication form below
and send it to us.

We’ll then s

your mem"
card, stick
first newslett
Remembe

the FREE cl

can’t afford t

? J&K*
.
£°“puter Gamer'S

* n<l ““

I readers Club I Reader's ClaH
Token Wo l

°,m

*•••

fS°"pul" Gamer,
.Headers Club
Token Wo.3

j

POST CODE

PHONE HUMBER

TTPB OF COMPUTER OWNED

YO ADVENTURE
atratsot
SIMULATIONS

or»» »
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M [-S
Play-by-Mail games
are adventures that
you play by post.

Martin Croft
tracked them down
and presents his
findings.

Play By Mail (or PBM)
games have been around
for a long time — far longer
than micro computers. But
It is only since the silicon
chip brought computing to
the masses that PBM games
have enjoyed widespread
popularity.

The idea of a PBM game' simple. The players.

i Instructions to a
central referee who works
out what happens and
sends the results back.

Chess has been played
by post for more than a
hundred years, and most

Diplomacy was so
popular some years back
that you could play it

postally In dozens of small,
independently produoed
magazines (or Dippy zlnes,
as they were affectionately
known) usually put
together In the small hours
of the morning by gifted
fanatics on a shoestring
bU

ji$58t of the Dippy zlnes
had circulations that
hovered around the BO

a few’ well Into the hun-

popular
been giv e PBM treat-

Mall, you really have t

an addict. I always found
my letters ended up In the
wrong places.

Most games, however, do
adapt well — and some
work far better postally
than when played faoe to

politics game in which
seven players vied for con-
trol of a map representing
Europe In the early twen-
tieth Century.

The game mechanics

appeal — as ’the name sug-
— lay in the immense

yourself to the top.

Players wouldgo to great
length to^wln, often^resor-

Alongside blackmail
went forgery and in-
terference with Her Majes-
ty's Mall. Players vr~’ J

forge other players' le

of the 1970s.
anted s>—iplex, L

the growth in sophistica-
tion of the boardgames be-

tf^naffacto^d
An^addl-

and Dragons, th?*fLrat of
the Role Playing Games.

new breed of simulation
ga

The PBM games of the
1980s are, almost without
exception, titles which
have been specially written
for postal play. As such,
they are mostly Immensely
complex games Involving
tens, hundreds, or even
thousands of players. They
could not exist without
computers, either to run
them or just to handle the

these modern PBM
games, you can be anything
from a single person to an
entire space faring race.
Tou can control the fate of
one of the nations of earth
In the Atomic age, or you
can rule a tribe of hunter-
gatherers scrambling up
the ladder of civilisation.

from the gamesmaster;
another trick was to alter
postmarks (using a frank-
ing machine) so that orders
whloh missed the strict
deadlines were accepted
(most people took
postmarks as proof of the
date of posting, and at-
tributed delays to the GPO).
Two players managed to

get Into trouble with the
polloe — as suspected ter-
rorists! They were Involved
in complex negotiations
about an attack on the
gamer playing Britain. To
avoid postal delays, one
sent the other a telegram
which read ATTACK ON
LIVERPOOL CONFIRMED.
Both spent some time ex-
plainlng to the police that It

Big
panies are, usually, w«
organised

One gar9 game, Earthwood, is

being played by over 4,000
people. When you consider
the start-up costs, in-
cluding the rule-book,
come to $10, and that the
turns (usually one a
month) cost $3, you can see
we’re talking medium sized
bucks, if not big ones.

Some PBM games are
still run by people — these

moderated or Games-
Mastered games. Others are
entirely run by computers,
with people just there to

- the players’ orders.

the players put their orders
onto computer cards by fill-

ing In boxes indicating
which of certain set options
they wish to ohoose.

The two different types
of game appeal to different

game, w
be readl
9 the system, t:

moderated game Is best.
"

) who appreciate
structure, who like using
their intelligence to outwit
opponents, not their Im-
agination, the computer
moderated games are pro-
bably more suited.
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In a game where all the
players start at the same
time, the positions oc-
cupied by each are usually
relatively equal. In open
ended games players can
find themselves with vastly
differing resources.

One major drawback to
some American games Is
that you can get a better
starting position by pairing
the PBM company more
real world money — which
biases the game In favour of

also means that players
who drop out will some-
times try to sell their game
position, through adverts

satlantlc partnership.
08 end is Flying flu

To try to ease this pro-
blem, some OK companies
act as postboxes 'for, 08
companies, and vloe versa.
This means thatOK players
would have to send tnelr
orders in to the postbox by
a deadline, usually earlier
than the OS one, and all
would be sent on to the 08.
The OK PBM hobby Is less
well organised than the
American, but there are a
number of companies with
Interesting games on offer.
Most of the games are of
American origin, but
British designers are begin-
ning to fight back.

The oldest British PBM
oompany Is now called In-
ternational Computers by
Mall — a name chosen to
provide the acronym ICBM

Flying Buffalo OK. It Is the
English half of a tran-

control the universe; or a
Berserker, the leader of a
race of killing machines
which exist only to destroy
organic life-forms; or a
Merchant, a Pirate, an Ar-
tifact Collector or an Apos-
tie. Each character type has J

strengths and '

Other gam
ICBM Include !

its offshoot C
basically

disadvantage because of the
vagaries of the postal ser-
vices — particularly In
America, where it can take
five days or more for a let-

ter to go from coast to
coast. As for transatlantic
mall, that can take weeks.

This doesn't affect those
games which have dead-
lines so much, as these will
only allow, say, one turn a
month. There are games,
however, where you can
send In your next turn as
soon as you get the results

.. a medieval
i

setting; Universe 11, in
which players explore, col-games Just carry

new players Join-
old ones dropping
e time. Open ended
ke this tend to at-

Lords, a diplomatic game of i

the struggle for the throne
of an Arthurian type
Britain.

ICBM's offices are^
located in a working Iron!

Midlands. The base for one
of its main rivals, Mitral
Games, Is a former Estate]
Agents in Balham High I

Road.
Mitre only run twol

games at the moment, but I

Doth are very popular. I

Tribes of Crane la an I

open ended game set on a I

fantastic world, many I

aspects of which may well
|

be familiar to Sclenoe Flo-

1

tion and Fantasy readers.
Although magic doesn't

|work, there are many I

ooV o'

eluding the giant warhawk.
These creatures can be rid-

den Into battle, as can
zebras and rhinoceroses.

Crane Is human]
moderated, and there Is an
immense amount of Im-
agination apparent In It.

There are around 600
players, many from Europe
and even further afield.

Since the game Is only
restricted by what the
players oan think up and

some very strange things
have happened.

There Is a city built by a
group of German players;
other gamers whose tribes i

approach It are warned of
the Inhabitants lack of a
sense of humour. One
player has been searching
for months for the Great
White Albatross, a marine

but It doesn't exist. He has
been following a fairy tale.

Another has solved the pro-
blem of navigation In the
polar latitudes, and
regularly uses the Icy
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appeal more to those
gamers who prefer careful
planning and strategic
thinking to charging In
with all guns blazing <or
should that be all spells?).

Keys of Bled la run by
the aptly named

wastes as a short cut while
everybody else gets

Srane' players tend to
become fanatical in their
devotion to the game. FeudB

remirrinjS feature In
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SVBSCRIPTIOM
DON’T MISS OUT! I

How that you have read this issue of

Computer Gamer and you know how
interesting and invaluable it is, wouldn’t it be
a crime to run the risk of missing a single
thrilling issue?

Well, you don’t have to!

If you order a subscription to Computer Gamer
you will be assured of receiving every issue
through your letter box each month without
the worry involved in rushing to your local

newsagent before all your friends have nabb-
ed the available copies.

Simply fill in the ooupon and send it in with
your remittance and sit back and wait for

thrills and excitement to come directly to you!

Subscription Order Form
Cut out and send to:

Computer Gamer
Infonet Ltd.,
Times House,
179 The Marlowes, ^
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HP1 IBB.

Please commence my subscription with the
very next issue.

Subscription Rates
(tick as appropriate)

£15.20 for 12 issues UK
£18.20 for 12 issues overseas surface post
£22.50 for 12 issues USA surface post
£50.70 for 12 issues airmail

I am enclosing my (delete as necessry)
cheque /Postal Order / International Money
Order for £
(made payable to ASP Ltd)
OR
Debit my Access Barclaycard

m iS
Please Use Block Capitals and include post

NAME (Mr/Mrs/Miss).

ADDRESS

POST CODE..

SIGNATURE

DATE

COMPUTER GAMEKUNE 1985



SIMPLY CHEAPEST SOFTWARE
CHECK THESE PRICES

• Highly recommended

BARGAIN SOFTWARE
(Dept CG2)
UNIT 1, 1 ESMOND ROAD, LONDON W4 1JG.

GLOBEMASTER

The 3-D space combat play-by-mail game.

Fly your command ship.and Its fleet of fighters from star to star

into combat with ships corftrolled by the other players. Find

and capture the MASTERSTAR and become
GLOBEMASTER.

Turns 1 fortnightly £1.50 per turn.

The GLOBEMASTER plays for free while he survives. First 2

moves and rules free.

STARGLOBE

This is an adventure in space and time. You must navigate

your well-equipped starship through 3D space, filled with

2000 stars. When you reach a star, you can explore the planets,

establish colonies and factories, build up an empire, meet

aliens and fight other players.

Moves £1.50 each. No deadlines. Details and launch £2.

Send to: TIMEPATTERNS. 97 Devonshire Road, Birmingham,

B20 2PG. Tel: 021 523 4446.

CAPITOL
"CAPITOL Is last becoming the

standard against which other space
warfare games are compared"

— With each rulebook you receive a set of

overlays to use In mapping the game

Design your own starships and build them at your star bases.

extremely
computer

48 hours.

T^J!iHr^AP^o!^enda£?00cheque7po/inlernational money order

payable to KJC Games. For this you will receive the Rulebook. setup and

first two turns. Each turn ol Capitol costs £1.75 for the first 60 orders. Each

additional 30 orders costs £1.00. European players are welcome. Reply to:-

KJC Games. 5 Vicarage Avenue, Cleveleys, Lancashire FY5 2BD.
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Here Is a guide to the sym-
bols used to Illustrate the
game reviews.

Eecaans Star Guide Title: Amazon Warrior
Computer: Commodore 64

Blaok Hole — I I This should be avoided at all costs
I • as anything that gets too close to It

I l is immediately sucked Into the
vacuum. A game given this
description Is totally void of any
Interesting features.

White Dwarf f ' I This Is a small dying star that Is
I O I now far from It's best. Any similar
I - I games may lack lasting appeal.

Bright Star — i -i Like you sun, games given this

I O I
description will be bright and ln-

I I teresting and will support intelli-

gent life.

Red Giant — i—7-1 Brighter than a bright star such a
1-Q.I game will have an outstanding

Nova — . I If you see a game with a Nova
l-Q-l rating you should immediately
I h* I rush out and buy it. Novas are

bright and spectacular and can ln-
fluence neighbouring planets.

Supernova — nri This is the ultimate In stellar

lol systems for this incredible explo-
L2EJ Sion of a star can effect entire

galaxies. If a mip^emova Jjame

have then buy the machine and
then buy the game!

Nebula — I ,„n Although at first nebulae look
|3 ;l bright and interesting they are in
L.— I fact constructed totaUy from hot

gasses. Beware of any game carry-
ing this symbol as you will pro-
bably find it disappointing.

Planet ratings Game symbols.

Planet ratings are marks
out of five for specific areas
of a game. These include
Originality, graphics, use
of machine and value for
money.

Originality — How
original is the game? Is it a
completely new idea or is it

the 83rd version of Pac-

poss?ble for a game to

st'K.x&s
lymbol will appear by the

or drain you
of your blood.

The first threat lies In a
forest and comes from
deadly red snakes complete
with sinister blaok and
ellow spots. These snakes
isually attack in pairs and
o you should ensure that
you don't get trapped
between them.

Your main problem is

that when you've fired a
dart you have to stop to re-

,d but while you're doing

sitting duck ir .

Hours of practice h<»o _
developed the load and run I
technique which involves a I
lot of running away I
whenever a snake's fangs
come to close. Then a well I

timed turn and fire often I

results in a hit. Enough of I
these hits and your on to I
the next level.

This is infact easier as I

the foe are giant scorpions I
that_ are larger t'

— **--

few well “aimed “shots will I

soon despatch these. I

However, if your caught I

you wUl be stung and then I

eaten in fuU gory graphics. I

Next on the agenda are I

the head hunters which are I

a particularly violent I

bunch that not only attack

\



H-W-S-
You then leave the forest

behind you and enter the
eaves. This Is a particularly
silly Idea as you are Im-
mediately swamped by
vampire bats that are then
replaced by wraiths. The
wraiths are undoubtedly
the hardest to kill as a hit
will only score If It Is on the
wraiths head. Darts aimed
at the body will only pass
through It as It carries you
away screaming.

yet to face spiders and
blocks that drop on you
and then a rather large
dragon. This plummets to
the ground with a satisfy-
ing thump when you final-
ly manage to kill It. Your
reward for completing allr completing all

a be transported
back Into the woods with
the snakes, but this time
they're really mad.

it people

is cycle as
ree lives. I

game using only 87 amazon
warriors.

The games graphics are
superb and create some In-
teresting 3D displays but I

however notice t:

effects. For example if you
run away from the bats In
the cave the sound of their
flapping wings will die
away, but If you stop they

great sound,
game, need I sa;
it as soon as it

PLANET EATINGS

Originality

Use of machine
Yalue for money

STAR EATING
Nova

000
0000*
00000
00000

of formula three racing —
the very same formula that
Acorn themselves sponsor
In the form of David Hunt,
James Hunt's brother. It

from this experience of

.lsely popular
'Aviator' 3D game.
The 3D effects of Aviator

have been kept ei

they’re
' "

screen

represented perfectly. It 1e

This Isn't qualifying
practice but merely a
chance to get used to the
track and conditions.

In race mode you get a
chanoe to run some qualify-
ing laps, and you can
allocate a certain amount of
time to practice in before
you start the race proper.



ly Intriguing feature is an
expanding wall that grows

The game ohronioled the
attempts of the games hero,
Rockford, to dig for
diamonds while avoiding
falling boulders, amoebas
and deadly fireflies. Most of
Rockford's problems stem-— j , the fact that

earth surroun-
ding a boulder was dug
away, that rook would fall
and if Rockford was still

under it then a life would
However boulders

the diamonds and so each
of the games 16 screens
posed a different logic pro-
blem which then had to be
solved with a Joystick.
Some screens were con-
founded by deadly fireflies,
growing^amoebas and but-

touch turnea into
diamonds when crushed by

ureiy
Eloofc v

isthe

always turn right. However
in a panic situation it is often
difficult to remember



Stringer
CBM 64
Addictive Games

H ff f? j£

Combat Lynx
Amstrad CPC464
Dureli Software

such you have been
given the task of getting an
exclusive shot of Polly
Platinum who Is staying at
a local hotel. Your equip-

jump and li

he can even lump
hotel staff If he 1b a.

Though pleasant to look s m pa a s

must collect all four
avoid the hotel staff and
take your photograph In

for your editor's

game, having th
Rights of stairs a
Stringer ro

h degree of skill
? levels but heats

up as the program goes on-
to more complex hotel
layouts. The game Is
neither good nor bad, It

depends on your reaction to
platform arcade games.
Perhaps a greater variety of
problems to be solved could
have saved this game from
mediocrity. J.O

* £
s get oi ig straight

n until he oollects his
camera, flash bulb, press

o Polly's
PLANET RATINGS

penthoi

aroused from his slumbers.
The graphlos are chunky

and pleasant but control of

Originality
Graphics

0 from
1 located within 1

hh * a a?
original locations t

completehls task.

nuult to play, ot>

because the walls ai

You constitute the only
allied air support. The
enemy seem to have almost
unlimited aircraft to throw
at you, and there is the add-
ed complication of ground
vehicles, both Allied and
enemy, which are Involved

dart about the caverns

with a map o
—e provided

, .n which you
n mark the locations of

suoh useful Items as
'smart' bombs, lanterns
and Parky's energy source
— plates of fish and chips.

By rubbing
.antern Parky becc
temporarily invincl

becomes

eating a fish i .

.

his energy store and the
smart bombs destroy all of
the dangerous creatures
and obstacles within a par-
ticular cavern.

Scattered around the

tained by varying the speed
and type of creatures found

There are three levels at
which the game can be
played which vary the
amount of energy which
Parky can attain, making it

more dlffloult to survive.
Cheetah are offering a

free copy of the sequel to
Yellow Submarine to the
first fifty people who sub-
mit a map showing the loca-
tion of every -— — •*-"

map. Your mis-
sion, should you decide to
accept it, Is to ferry armed
troops and casualties bet-

ween the Allied bases as re-
quired, while maintaining
sufficient weaponry on
board to harass and
destroy enemy craft. This is

not easy!
Apart from some conve-
nt fit

J.G.
ess.

PLANET RATINGS

the word
when collected b

le all of the
food, lanterns and smart
bombs to re-appear In their 0

ass.

. system, :

isole, fuel
and

__ jolutely
brlllaint game. The fact

’ am completely
o play it Is neither

Combat Lynx 1
'

'ibpr d

which you pilot a heli-

copter. The playing area is

a vast simulted terrain
(north and east

four-digit

mind-blowing thing of all Is

the oockplt view which
shows. In real-time and full

jolour, the actual view asl—
fly over the terrain.

> and valleys rise arJa”;

credibly detailed Simula- P881

by contour 1L.... .. .

poetic licence that actually
adds to the realism), trees
and houses appear as dots
m the distance and stream

you out of sight,
ly planes flash across

the field of view and over
the horizon. I take my hat
off to the programmer this

neglected, ai

ther the lady

10 support
with troops a .

Base 1 has an endless
supply of fuel and can In-

stantly cure any injured
personnel you transport
there (not too realistic, but
without It you wouldn't
stand a chance). The other

background beat of the

options ar

keyboard and o
or keyboard ....

J
oysticks, depending on
tow you prefer to control a
game. If you want a gam.— *s a satisfy lrq

will take perseverance to
master, put down the
magazine this Instant, and
go buy Combat Lynx. You

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Value for money

nlent fictions mentioned
above, to make the game ac-
tually playable, this is as
close to real life as you can

STAR RATING

another glance a .... ...

structlons revealed that I

had forgotten to load any

None of this Space
vader infinite ammo rub-

graphics are superb for ex-
ample while fitting out
your Lynx, you are treated
to a three-D perspective
rotating wire-frame view of

4
51>



to that of curiosity
Perhaps persistance mign
lead further to addiction. :

Where am I? What am I do-
ing? Is this is a dream?

Such were the thoughts
which went through my
head when playing this
game from Virgin. The
game is based on the
nightmare world of sleep
and you dream that you are
a knight in armour
wandering through an an-
cient world fraught with
dangers.

As you progress from
room to room, your pro-
gress is mapped out on a
chessboard to the right of
the graphic action screen
and the aim is to reach the
gates of Dawn or, in the
words of the song, to help

“Si
make it through the

>nd wonderful

two which may be useful
later on and these may be
carried until required or
dropped if you later decide
they are useless. As usual
in adventures you are
limited in the number of
objects which may be car-
ried. and in this game that
means only five.

The instructions are suf-
ficiently detailed t

sophisticated one moment
and blocky the next and
like most 3D screens it is
difficult to Judge depth and
relative positioning. This
means that death occurs
frequently through
miscalculation and a lot of
chance is involved in suo-

As I played the game I
found that total confusion
gradually gave way to a
vague sense of purpose. I
also felt my reaction
towards the program
change from one of dislike

listed objects which I was
carrying changed to^ read

if the mushroom has a real
function other than as
halueigenic relief. Weird.

Title: Operation Swordfish
Computer: CBM 64
Supplier: British Software
Price: £ 7.9S

g torpedo.^,,
lng the anti-aircraft gun—d firing these weapons.

X GH3

across a bay and t „
ships move across your line
of sight with the planes fly-

durlng the ing towards you Beach-
Head style. To stave off this

m
, German sub-

marine oommander given
the task of delaying the
allied landings in the
Mediterranean under the
relentless attaoks of the
marauding 8wordfishes.
Nothing is wrong with the

realisation is *a different
kettle of Swordfishes.

The only oontrols you
have are the function keys
for dive, surface, open and
close hatch, with the

damage yourself. Therein
lies the problem. The gun
can only be launched
underwater. The result is

which the submarine can
sustain is set to such a low

oner starts than ft ends.
Despite the similarities

ceptable as a game in its

own right, it is limited in its

scope and frustrating to
play. In my case frustra-
tion has given way to indif-
ference. JO

PLANET RATINGS

I found the game
frustrating to play, the

thler progress and the fun

Use of machine

STAR RATING
Ei



WV
Title: On-Court Tennis
Computer: CBM 64
Supplier: Activision

'R'E'V'H’W-S'
Price: £10.99

strs&MS sksmssssss

i X ELI of play, with player 2 In the
near court sporting a
yellow shirt and player 1 In

the far court in blue. In the
one player version the com-
puter takes the role of

p“#;e first problem is serv-
ing the ball, The computer
sees to the process of
throwing the ball in the air

but it's^up to the player to

calculate the strength and
direction of the serve using
the joystick and the fire

player for the return shot.
Again the joystick selects
the type of shot, giving the
choice of Blice, lob, drop,,
topspin or flat shot, the
timing of the swing deter-
mining the direction of the
ball. If your opponent lobs
the ball back you then have
the opportunity to place a
smash into his court.

Scoring follows the se-
quence of the professional

tiebreakers to decide drawn
sets. The match can consist
of three or five sets, or it

can just be a one set prac-

From the players point
of view the play is by no

„ — game i

proves so does that of the
computer making an
almost unbeatable oppo-

If you’ve ever wondered
what its like to face John
McEnroe, Jimmy Connors
or Bjorn Borg then this
game is definitely for you.

PLANET RATINGS

1

oi

_

: campaign.
game can be played

by up to three players. In

;Xgame, separate players play
the British and American
units that make up the
Allied force.

The battles are fought on
a map far bigger than the
computers scrolling si

therefore **“ —
as."
The scenarios range

from the shortest which
depicts just the advance tc

Arnhem is a well di

ed wargame and as m
the Allied forces an
bourne and t

>e different.



is a highly excellent game.
The depth of detail and im-
agery of the playing areas
is wonderful. The problems
that need to be solved are

“SSSSSt*is fill you in
on the game. You are going

(however you hi

water flowing through
convoluted pipes to fill

water barrels at the bott_...
of the screen, fending off
the attempts to sabotage

re rogue tools ar
'



M-H-F-W'S-is with
any of
;h his g

is unstoppable and a

sacrificed to protect Fred.
Ignoring the s< .olologlcal
Implications of ' ne expan-
dability o i,.e sin a con-
sumer society, 1 shall con-
centrate 01. the gameplay.

Touching any of the in-

sects .r tools is fatal to Fred
and his workforce but the
real problem is caused by
the breaks are made in the
pipeline which allow the
water to drain away. The
water supply is limited, so
Fred must collect one of his
workers and lead him to
the break as soon as possi-
ble so that repairs can
begin. Whilst the little

worker hammers away,
Fred must protect him
against the many dangers
until the leak is repaired.

Taskset's cartoon-like
graphics are delightful and
the game Is fast and
challenging. J.O.

PLANET RATINGS

STAR RATING

=4
volcanic things spit at you,
and the entire terra*-
seems to be after yc
blood.
On the way you must c

lect dynamite, flares, a
energy, as well as 1

o find. Flares a
icare off the^

the bombs.
The game is broadly lad-

ders and ramps from the
original miner 2049er, and

mould with a lot of dif-

ferences. The game is not
screen based, you don't
have to complete one screen
before going onto the next
in fact you can almost oome
m
IS'ln

8
aL^tJiis^'one of

PLANET RATINGS

Value for money

0

f ? Xi S3
The return of Bounty Bob
from Miner 2049er has
been well worth waiting fc

tjohan 11'1>' 1 c f*

mine f

Bob becomes temporarily

C, them terminal relief, new ci

i and the left a:

key permits^you to jmuse

be planned through each

full of manic m
t on ' '

jrm f
Each o

screens must De soivea n
Yohan is to be defeated and
with the mine alive with
mutant beasts and rogue
machinery it is not easy.
The mutants evolved

from small furry animals
when radioactive waste
from Yohan's dump seeped
down into the mine, con-
taminating their food. In
some of the caverns this

drips idrips dangerous-
e stalagtites ad-
lob's nightmare

Journey. One touch” from a— drop of this

it if he oollects one of
.any items left by the
s previous occupant.

Kranees whilst Bob is In
supercharged state.

Completion of a screen
means that you have guid-
ed Bob over every inch of

A sufficiently high score
allows you to enter your
name on the high score
board which is an enter-
tainment in itself. Two
bulldozers are used to
select the letters of your
name which are pushed on-
to a conveyor belt. From
here they are picked up by
intelligent pigeons which
swoop around the board
moving until the board is
correctly reorganised. Any
names which are pushed
off the board are deposited
underneath the board
where the two bulldozers

Great skill and fa
' o

'deal
before your air runs out
and I hope US gold have

cess with tliis program.

PLANET RATINGS

0

5S>



Jonah Barrington's Squash

superb simulation of a

he game accurately
. esents the game of

squash and Is played to the
International Squash
Federation's rules which
are included on the cassette
inlay. The players are mov-
ed around the court by
either defined keyboard

i or a joystick. I found

the Commodore ver-
players are—
‘heir shirt

— which is

white the other yellow.
White always starts the
game by serving so I would
suggest you take account of
this slight advantage par-
ticularly when playing the

wil?
P
need aP^the'heltf Sat

^ The ffpectrum version
sacrifices the colour for a

SI'S.
s Revenge is the s.
game based on the BC

cartoons and follows hard
on the wheels of Quest for
Tires. Onoe again our in-
trepid hero, Thor, is
wandering around his
prehistoric world on his
stone-wheeled monocyole
•"it this time h- 1—

ken the neolit
for treacherous

so that Thor . _

a toll allowing him across a
rope bridge leading to the
next, more challenging
level. Points are gained by
rolling over coloured clams

row winding mountain
path. The path is also
covered with cracks and
rocks which will smash the
monocycle and, as the

3 the additlc
problem of breathing at thi

right time or valuable
seconds will be lost.

In the football event you
have to co-ordinate speed
with control as you have to
dribble round three cones
before shooting.

The pace slackens for the
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there are new techniques to

learn and I would imagine
that it will take most people
some months to beat the
computer opponent. Unfor-
tunately you have to do this
before you even get a
chance to take on Brian
Jacks!

The boarS a
and

0I
BBC

which is a shame i

characters as they try and
complete a number of
quests cumilating in the
destruction of Kordomlr

characters are Morval the
Warrior, Ellador the Elf
nd a Wizard called
reymarel.
The game also contains

n extensive parser which
Understands complex text

three charactrers tc

al for a „ —
>ther characters may be
inder attack, imprisoned
>r dead.
Runestone is a state of

ihe art adventure which
" le graphics of a

; game with the
sxt adventure.



T*Q
()C>

with a fast deadly oar. Its
deadly in that It can fire
bullets and has the ability
to fire ground to air
missiles. The oar is dropped
by a transporter and the
game then begins In ernest.
The main Idea 1b to destroy

GiJ 1^*1

their 1

revival, and it Is good

again with an exoelien

nd pleasing
r
.s„f

r.sr
Wlzadore Is one of those

hihh f i
Spitfire 40 — as you may
suppose — Is a simulator of
the Supermarine Spitfire In
the war-torn years of 1940.
The plan Is for you to rise
through the ranks to Oroup
Captain and to obtain the
coveted medals of the VC,
DSO and DFC.

The first thing that the
program does Is to enquire
whether you want to use a
saved or original log. You
can save your progress
through this game a very
useful thing too If you are
going to play It for any
great length of time. There
are three modes of opera-
tion for a flight. Practice,
combat, and combat prac-
tice.

Praotice mode lets you
learn the controls, hand-
ling, and general perfor-

wlthout the general har-

rassment of enemy
aeroplanes. Your perfor-
mance at this can be saved
for experience points.

Combat practice Is a
mode where you find
yourself In the midst of a
battle and can practice
dogfighting without the
bother of landing and tak-
ing off etc. Your successes
In this mode are not record-
ed. To do that you must fly
In proper combat.

Combat mode Is the
heart of the program. To
save any status here you
must take off, fly and fight,
and land before saving. To
start with certain condi-
tions and statuses will be
displayed. This gives Infor-
mation suoh as the enemy's
strength and position. Fly-
ing the plane Itself is

similar to any other fight
simulator, so I will skip
that bit and concentrate on



Robin Hoods everywhere
firing arrows at you:
Unless you have a magic
spell on you, it would be
best to jump over the ar-

rows, before they hit you.
and, of course, kill you.
You are reincarnated

four times In all, starting at
whatever screen you died
at, which Is good news If

you jumped 10 bottomless
pits, 6 arrows, and skillful-
ly avoided the armed
guards, only to be hit by a
sword dropped from above,
by soldiers sitting astride
creatures that look more
like green Parrots than
Griffins.

The graphics are ex-
cellent, being colourful and
smooth, the scrolling Is not
as smooth as Castle Quest, a

game to which Wlzadore
bears a great resemblance
(ducking, running and
picking up things In a
similar environment), but
as a whole. It Is well im-
plemented. There are
treasures along the way
which can be collected and
used^and some are purely

My only real criticism Is
that Wlzadore, at early
levels of the game. Is far too
diflcult. Jumping over the
arrows requires precision

slightest miscalculation
can make you fall Into the
bottomless pit, thankfully,
the game did not get too dif-

ficult frolm there on, so If

like me you feel like giving
up on the first level, do.

like ‘Arcade Adve

As a whole Wlzadore Is

well implemented verslc
of a popular game soenarl

,

It uses the BBC's graphics
capabilities well, and is

complemented by good (If

repetitive) music. There Is

no option for a joystlok and
there is a single high score
number. The characters fit

in reasonably well
(although I'm not too sure
about those parrots!), and
Imaglne's choice of keys
are comfortable. Wlzadore
Is a well paced game, cer-
tainly, timing Is far more
critical In Wlzadore, than
many games available and
should De action packed for
just about anyone.

PLANET RATINGS

Use of machine



e no words t

spite thelype
9he Commexfoi
a great improvement over

NB. Having had a quick
peak at the Spectrum ver-
sion (due out in a few mon-
ths) I am not so impressed.
The Spectrum Just cannot
handle this type of game.

BicmB, ZI the hardware
cannot oope. Go get a C64

Originality
Graphics
Use of machine
Valuefor money

ver possible
attack enemy units e
least three of youi c

which is reduced by cu_
When this reaches (

* it is lost. Units ala

ipply (SUP) and A1B 1
These will alsc
' '

‘ along iStated but al
A strengths,

reinforced at th

De given an opportunity
flex vour fire button flnt

<! the program thateus C64 owners have
looking for. Ever since

Elite turned up on the BBC
. micro about nine months
ago every computer
owner has been lusting

I'm sure that everybody
has heard of the BBC ver-

tion. There are three Acorn
implementations at present
BBC disk, BBC tape, and
Electron tape. The disk ver-
sion is the most complete
and the tape versions have
certain bits removed in the
case of the Electron quite aHb amount. The BBC has

the memory of the
Conn

oesses to make up for it.

The Commodore 64 can
accommodate Elite in its
entirety, and then some
more. So no extra disk use
in necessary with the Com-
modore disk unit that is
probably just as^welll; The

trols is that it doesn't use
proportionate Joysticks ar
the way the keys are la

speed. On speed for _

worst expectations were
it realised, as this version— as I feared,

i display is

similar to the BBC original,
there are more colours of
course and there is a dif-
ferent sight for each type of
gun — ie. military lasers
have a different sight to the
original pulse lasers.

Music and sound effects
abound, different sounds
for different lasers, and
docking music like in 2001
a Space Odyssey. Trumblies
are another problem
altogether.

Trumbles are modelled
on Tribbles from Star Trek.
To the uninitiated a Tribble
is a little furry and loveable
creature that multiplies
like crazy, until they even-
tually take over your ship.

Trumbles are the same,
once you get one in your
hold you end up with
thousands after they breed,
and breed, and breed. You
pick up one by buying itl
for BOOOcr no less. Getting
rid of them is harder ana
Firebird aren’t telling
anybody. Even ejecting
doesn’t get rid of them en-
tirely.

As they fill up your hold
you cannot oarry as much
cargo because they take up



destroy enemy tanks and
planes. Your performance
in assisting this attack will
effect all of the other battles
one way or other. Thereto

genius you should Ignore reduced
6'

this phase or you will give one, the i

d well do without.
As well as controlling his

land forces a player can
oommand air mission

nuclear strikes. You
only a limited number of
planes In your alrforoe and
so should allocate them
carefully to the various
missions at your disposal.
These Include recon-
nissance to determine the
strength of enemy units,
counter air to weaken the
enemy airforce and Inter-
diction attacks to delay and
destroy enemy rein-
forcements. In addition
there Is the continuing bat-
tle of air superiority which
will effect the success of
other missions. You can
also use your aircraft in

o
In the top right hand

defcom display which
begins the game set at B.
Every time a warhead is

inemy will launch
an an udt nuclear attack
with predictable results,

"our computer oppo-
wll] employ a number
""’"is depending on

level you havethe gams
seleated. •

your ground troops.
The enemies supply and

reinforcements can be af-
fected by a strategic
ohemlcal strike which will

enemy supply olty. Nuclear
weapons may also be used
in this manner or against
individual units. Obviously
there is a risk of a response

dicates your success. My
first few attempts resulted
in the end of the world and
a 0% rating. Twelve hours
of continuous play later
and I was able to win as
either side with a rating of
over 80%.

final gripe ii

s almost Impossible to°piay
n a black and white TV.

nd MSX
.vailable

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics
Dse of machine
Value for money 000

0

S3 v? i
Activision threatened the
world with a new series of

is which would ex-

iwork illuminating l

' y sky of the softwt
market. If t

range of notes is played
which you must repeat ex-
actly as heard. If you do not
play fast enough, a musical
note gradully descends and
throws you back along the
passageway.

Your lives are unlimited
and so is the boredom of
having to renegotiate the

exam- passages i

it’s going to be musical smoke
re like a damp squib,
.'here

between
the mimic the tune game
much beloved by program
contributors of magazine

ust admit
igh that the graphic ef-

ColourColourful It Is, exiting it

Is not. Basioally, you must
travel through a corridor In
space on your magic carpet.
At the end of the corridor is
the Genie’s room which has
s array of gongs. Three
sats on the gong will sum-
ion the Genie who blows

smoke rings of pure music.
As the smoke disperses a

PLANET RATINGS

STAR RATING
Eecaans
Black Hole H

'R-E-V-hE-W-S'



them. You then g
aerial view of your
you drive along the s
and if you bought a
vacuum you can su

fewer items than
won a few games and built
up your bank balance).

Once equipped, the main
game starts. A map of the
city, centres on the Temple
of Zuul, indicated locations
where Sllmers are mani-
festing themselves. At the

drifting in from the edge of
the screen, attracted by the
PK energy build-up at the
Temple. Plot a course to the

Once you’ve picked your
car, fit it out. Here there's a
trade-off between the
money you've left yourself,
the prices of the various
items and the load your
vehicle can carry: one of
the strategy elements in the
game. The equipment
menus are graphical, and
you make your choices by
driving a little fork lift

truck around the screen
and moving the items into
position on the car. Choose
from PK detectors, ghost

This is the game of the book
of the T-shirt of the pop
video of the film. The plot is
that the Ghostbusters team
has beoome so successful,
they are offering fran-
chises, and you have taken
one up. Starting with a
bank loan of 410,000, you
have to purohase the equip-
ment you think you need to
run the franchise suc-
cessfully. The object is to
make sufficient profit dur-
ing the main sequence to
qualify for the short end
game in which you tackle
the evil god Gozer at his
headquarters, the Temple
of Zuul. i

i Equipment selection is
made by menu, and can on-
ly be done at the start of the
game, so choose carefully!
You’ll discover the op-
timum of vehicle and equip-
ment by trial and error. For
instance, there's a choice of
four cars ranging from a
clapped out VW which is
cheap, but slow and not
very^spacious, through an

wagon to a fast sports vehi-
cle (the latter actually car-

touching
:

sing-along bouncing ballllj
and throughout the actual I

game, is not bad, but the I

speech synthesis doesn't
really come off. The hard-
ware Just isn't built for it,

and it might have been bet-

might have been room for
in memory for the large
logo on the title page, which
has been omitted).
The graphics flicker a

lot, which suggests the pro-

1

grammer didn’t bother
with the frame flyback

Ko on the CPC404 which
uld minimize the pro-

blem — I wonder why? It
gets a bit hard on the eyes
ifter a while.
To sum up. a strategy/

ircade game with a dif-

tie-in with a popular film
and pop song, but tries to 1

stretch the 464's.
capabilities Just a shade too
far for oomfort.

PLANET RATINGS

Originality 0000
Graphics 000
Use of machine 0000
Value for money 00000

STAR RATING
Bright Star

vacuums. Marshmallow
Man detectors (look, I
know it sounds silly if you
haven't seen the film!),
ghost bait, ghost traps, lm-—

“itensifiers, and a por-
laser confinement

system. (This is very e
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Title: Key of Hope
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Games Workshop
Price: *7.98 1 // / f / / ff f

'

previous Quilled ac
and by all accoui:

haven't gol very far In thi

first part as the problemi

ensure that I’ll

« try and get through.
The adventure is very

well constructed, and has
the wonderfully frus-
trating habit of dangling
things right before your
eyes, butJust out of rear" '

I'm looking for, they'll be
so obvious I'll kick myself
for not guessing then

design of the g
ceUent. The au'

tlon descriptions are ver;
good, and the addition o
graphics, courtesy.

have chosen to stick to a
basically text only ap-
proach, with Just a small
number of Illustrations for
the most Important loca-
tions and objects, and I
think they have Just about
got the right balance bet-
ween text and graphics.

inly.

Illustrator (the first
mercial product that x ia
seen using the Illustrator.

PLANET RATINGS

Originality
Graphics

Value for money

0



'A new and different adven-
ture, featuring the unique
Walk-Thru Graphics
System', announced the

can’t deny that, but it's not
particularly different from
the average run of the mill
adventure.
An evil Wizard has

prospective
go and do It

myOT see from the p
that it's a pretty stands

though quite competent,
never really caught my im-
agination. The Walk-Thru
graphics simply mean thal
instead of the location pic
tures flashing up as yoL
move around, they scrol
across the screen in ordei

you are actually walking
thru’ the game. So, If you
enter 'Go East' as a com-
mand, the picture of the
new location scrolls onto

themselves are small
very detailed, being
i mostly with small
gr iphloi
lines.

pers having sunk your
lngs into diving expedll

stifled by tne inge
the programmer.

guar uan



—is a scribbled grid wh.„..
will help to deciper the

treasure's location.
Back in the maze you

discover clues scrawled on-
the wall which, when
deciphered, give the com-
bination of the safe which
‘s also located somewhere
in the ships labyrinthine
deck. Inside the safe on the
first deck is the first clue
for the combination of the
second safe, without which
the rest of the code cannot
be broken. The second safe
has a similar clue for the
lowest deck where the safe
contains the gold.

Ingots are not all that lie

Inside the final safe
because a strange egg is
lurking there ready to

various locations,
the lock-up, where you
keep your stock of goods,
Terry's flat, the Winchester
club, or a number of
dealers, to try and sell your
goods.
The buying and selling is

the heart of the game, and

way that the game
simulates artificial in-
telligence when dealers ac-
tually make the first ap-
proach and try and sell you
a motley assortment of
items. The language handl-
ing of the program is very
good and allows you to type

sentences when you're
discussing the prices and
quantities in a deal. Try not
to be too rude though, as

* .w_ d8alers gar, get

as much of
gold as possible, the alien
tries to creep up behind you
murderously.
Two of the mazes are

non-linear and therefore
require the use of a reap-
ing card which is supplied
with the game. Added to
this you only have ten air
tanks which are lowered to
the entry hatch when your
current tank is 60% empty
(or 40% full if you 're an op-
timist).

The graphics are ex-
cellent and though I

originally saw the fact that
" your harpoon gun



In the third part of

his action-game
writing series, Bory
Newman peeks and
pokes the
computers screen.m

By K P Newman

On computers, to control
most things, you use POKE.
This magic word means
"put In the specified box".
For example:

Poke 36879,8 on the Vie
20 will turn the screen and
border black because
LOCATION 36879 Is the
screen and border colour
box on the Vic and by Pok-
ing It, “,8” It puts 8 Into
that box. The No.8 for loca
tlon 36879 Is black and
black.

Vic owners type In Pro-
gram 1 and have some fun.

m

1 REM SINCLAIR VERSION
10 CLS
20 LET X-01 LET Y-0
30 BORDER 0! PAPER 0

40 LET A*=* INKEY*
50 IF A*= "

A " THEN LET X=X-

1

60 IF A*= “Z " THEN LET X=X+1

70 IF A*»"N“ THEN LET Y=Y-

1

80 IF A*=“M" THEN LET Y-Y+l

30 PRINT AT X,Y>
100 GO TO 40
READY.

10 PRINT CHR*< 147 > » REM CLEAR SCREEN
20 IFFUT "LOCATION* 7

X

30 INPUT "CHARACTER" fY
40 PRINT CHR*( 147 > sREM CLEAR SCREEN
50 P0KE36879 ,8

60 POKEX,Y
READY.

I Use key "Z" to change the The numbers are:
screen colour. Use key “M '

’ 0 Black
I to change the border col- 1 Blue

4, number' for the border
Colour codes are:

1 Black These are the
2 White main col-

3 Red ours, but
4 Cyan
8 Purple

should bi

ear:

5 Cyan
6 Yellow
7 White

So, that’s colour — very
nice. Originally we used
POKE so what’s PEEK?
Well, PEEK means "see
what’s in the specified
box". Therefore Ifyou (on a
Vie) type:

numbers are.

On the 64, use POKE
83280, ... for the border and
POKE 83281,... for the
screen.
On the Spectrum, use the
oommands Border, number
and Paper, number.

you will get 27, for white
screen, cyan background Is

27. PEEK and POKE go

Perhaps Vic owners will

now understand PEEK
(197). 197 Is the POKE loca-

tion for key Input, each dif-

ferent key has a dlff

number. It's great!
Possibly a Better w

explaining POKE Is b

^ Use locations:

The characters are b<

ween 0 and 288. Th
character will work c

Commodore computers o
ly. Line 80 will need to I

changed accordingly.
Line 60 needs explain-

ing. x is the screen location

and y Is the number of tin

character code you chose,

so really It Is "Pul
character x In box y". This

explains it more clearly, I

think. The screen Is a grid,

a set of boxes. Any
character can be put In

each box. That Is poking.
This Is the most l

tant part of computln
on the Spectrum It 1

ferent. They do no
PEEK and POKE so
for the screen they ui
PRINT AT loci

down, location ac
"WHATEVER 18 T(

PRINTED"
To check what Is :

square this Is used:

COMPUTER GAMER JUNE 1988
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1 REM COMMODORE VERSION
10 PRINT CHR*< 147) IREM CLEAR SCREEN
20 X=7S9

l

30 POKE 3S879 , 8 * REM BORDER/SCREEN FOR
40 POKE X ,42
50 A=INT<RNO< 1 >*506 >+7680
60 POKE A, 160
70 GET PeS

80 IF A*=*'Z" THEN X*=X-1 SPOKE X+1,32
90 IF A*="M" THEN X=X+1 SPOKE X-l ,32
100 IF PEEK <X+22>* 160 THEN GOTO 500
110 D=D+1
120 PRINT
130 GOTO 40
500 PRINT CHR*< 147) : REM CLEAR SCREEN
510 PRINT "YOU SCORED "D
READY.

VIC

68
now have a number of
variations and should be in
position to write your own
games. How about a game
where you have a random

the moment on Com-
modores, but Spectrum
owners with imagination
will, I'm sure, think of

The Final Program this
month is Asteroid Dodge.

avoid the blocks, which ai
asteroids. To move use
and M, but you may ohang

to suit you and Vic ov
can use PEEK(197) ii

usual way.
How does it work?

and the Spectrum

96 A + INT(RNDx 8) + 1:

B = INT(RNDx8) +

1

96 BORDER A: PAPER B.

e POKE code for

"PRINT AT x
1 ,Y;" SPACE ”

Line 70 “PRINT AT x,Y +
“ SPACE ”

Line 80 "PRINT AT x,Y -
“ SPACE "

Sffi

'

i Computers and one
for the Spectrum. A score
feature is included and,
with a bit of patienoe, you
should be scoring over BOO
points.

To convert this to 64, the
following changes will be

POKE 83281,0
Line 80 to A = INT(RND(1)
xlOOO) + 1024
Line 100 to IF PEEK
(X + 40) = 160 THEN GOTO

On the C16 change:

Line SO to A + INT(RND(1)
xlOOO) + 3072
Line 100 to IF PEEK
(x + 40) = 160 THEN GOTO

Line 40

Line 80

Line 120

Line 130

sets the POKE location or the PRINT AT
variables
sets the soreen and border colour

ir PRINTS your space ship (a star)

Iddle of the top line
a random POKE location for the

in the middle of tfc

: (or random variables for PRINT

POKES the asteroid (or PRINTS it)

gets a key input

see if you move. If you do, it deletes the
old Bpaoe ship and repositions you in the
appropriate place
ohecks to see If you have hit a piece of
trash, an asteroid; if you have, it jumps
to BOO (i.e. if the square in front of your
space ship has the POKE code of an
asteroid (or the graphic of one) it Jumps
to line 800)
increases your sc
FRINT8 a line of

ideas. Next issue I shall be
dealing with DDGs (User
Defined Graphics) with

graphics games, instead of

characters. Untlf then,
good luck with writing
your own games and good
computer gaming!
Many thanks to D Tuffitt

and R Hearn for help with
Spectrum and C16 pro-

£!
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Take ^ Control

I

m

The Design is Delta.
Voltmace is the UK’s largest computer joystick

manufacturer. Last year Voltmace produced more
joysticks for more computers than any other British

company.

Our success is our design—Super sensitive

fingertip control with fast, centre sprung return action,

means you always know where you are.

The famous delta shapedjoysticks are now
available for over twenty different micro computers
including the BBC, Acorn Electron, Dragon,
Commodore 64, Sinclair QL, Spectrum, Amstrad and
tetung Einstein.

Tbugh, solid steel shaft, encased in a smooth
nylon sleeve, handles even the roughest treatment and
ensures hours of easy, fatigue free use.

Make the most ofyour micro computer with
delta superiorjoysticks.

nmabSkiyj
made of keypad ........ ,

14b interface. Colour matches BBC El
' An interface • -

se of the delta 14b

program for the delta 14!

SattaBb 'twin'-Two an
one plug, 3 Ere button"
Joystick utility tape—

C

For the QL
Delta 3sq-Switch type joystick with 3 firt

buttons, no interface needed '

For the Amstrad
Delta 3sa-Switch type joystick

>
3 nefeded

Delta 3sa splitter—Run two delta 3sc
joysticks horn the joystick port

£12.00 A
.3 fire

£12.00 A

programmed with so

le—£12.00
'twin*—£1935

or the Commodore 64 buttons to i u.. „.,

elta3sc-Switch type 3 buttons £10.00 A Kempston interfaces
elta 16c datapad-A 16 button keypad Delta 3s2-Switch type, 3 fire

:

rogrammed with software supplied run with Concom—

-

£29.95 A Concom interfact

orMSX micros For the Einstein
:h type joystick with3 fire A Delta 3e-A 3 fire button analogue H'pe

£4.95 A
Delta 3s 1—Switch typejoystick with 3 fire

£10.00 A
with Concon ‘“Tsas

£12.00 A joystick, no interface required

Delta 3d—1

This analogue joystick comes
with the choice of either red or green fire
buttons for easy recognition £10.00 A
Delta 14d and interface-Analogue type
joystick with 14 button programmable
keypad £2935 A

ISLES’.?.

Voltmace limited
Park Drive, Baldock, Herts. SG7 6EW telephone (0462) 894410





490 S=STICK(0)

495 IF S=15 OR S=14 OR S*13 THEN OX=*:OV
=Y*l:6OT0 515

5iB IF S=ll OR S=10 OR S=9 THEN OK=X: X=X

-l:OY=Y*I

510 IF S=7 OR S=6 OR S=5 THEN 0X=X:X=X*1
:0Y=Y*1

512 IF X<8 THEN 1=0

514 IF X>19 THEN X=19

515 LOCATE X,Y,Z:IF 2032 THEN BOSUB 110

00:GOTO 400

52B POSITION OX,OY:? 14; •

538 POSITION X,Y:7 06;')'

535 SOUND 0,X*Y,0,14:SC=SC*18

537 POSITION 0,23:? 06;'sc -;SC|* li ;
LIVES;' si (40-SPEED)/ 10

540 FOR H=1 TO SPEED: NEXT H: NEXT Y

550 SOUND 0,0,0,0

555 IF NOT PROG THEN BOSUB 400:6OTO 570
540 IF X>9 AND X<=12 THEN BOSUB 400
543 TY=TY+1: IF TY=4 THEN TY=1 :SPEED=SPEE
D-10

545 IF SPEED(=10 THEN SPEED=10

570 IF X<=9 OR X>12 THEN BOSUB 11000:SOT
0 400

580 GOTO 400

600 POSITION 0,0:? 04;'

“;:REH 20 SPACES

410 POSITION 3,0:? 04;'YOU'VE HADE IT':S
C=SC«INT(RND(8)*100)*48

615 60SUB 420: RETURN

420 FOR N=1 TO 7

630 FOR P=B TO 200 STEP 40

640 SOUND 0,P,!0,10:SOUND 1,P*2,10,10

650 NEXT P:NEXT N

660 SOUND 0,0,0,0:SOUND 1,0, 0,0
670 RETURN

820 RESTORE 845

840 READ I ,3: IF 1=3 THEN RETURN

845 IF 1=0 THEN 840

850 SOUND 0,1,10, 14: SOUND 1,1-1,10,14
855 FOR 1=1 TO J:FOR K=l TO 20:NEXT K:NE
XT I: SOUND 8,0,0,0:SOUND I, 0,0,0
860 FOR 1=1 TO 1B.-NEXT I:GOTO 840

865 DATA 243,4,243,4,243,1,243,4,204,4,2

17,1,217,4,243,1,243,4,255,1,243,4,3,3

9999 REH Hi INSTRUCTIONS ***

10000 GRAPHICS 0:SETCOLOR 2,8,0:SETCOLOR

1 , 0, 12: SETCOLOR 4,0,0:SETCOLOR 0,15,12:
POKE 752,1

10005 POKE 14, 44: POKE 53774,64

10018 DL=PEEK (5601 *256*PEEK (561 ) +3: POKE
DL, 71: POKE DL+3,6

10020 POSITION 3,0:? 'CRAZY SAILIN6':P0

SITION 23,0:? 'By ANDREN SHAN'

10030 ? :? * The idea of the gaie is to
Duide your Boat through the harbour

and out through the gap ;
18035 ? "at the top of the screen."

10040 9 ' There are five levels of p
lay. Level 1 is easiest. Level 5 is

hardest. You can change

10045 9 'levels by pressing the S£t£

CT key.'

10850 ? s? ' To control the boat you us

e a joystick pluged in port 1. You

can only oove the boat ';

10055 ? 'left or right. The coeputer

ill love it fonard autonticaly.'

10060 ? :? , 'Press any key':POKE 764,255

10065 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 10065

10070 GRAPHICS 0:SETCOLOR 2,8,0:SETCOLOR

!,0,12:SETCOLOR 4,B,0:SETCOLOR 0,15,12:

POKE 752,1

10075 POKE 16,64:P0KE 53774,64

10080 ? s? ’ You have three lives. You

lose one life every tiee you hit a

rock. You Kill also lose one *;

10085 ? 'life if you colide Kith the

barrier at the top of the screen.'

10090 ? :? ' You score points as folloe

10100 ? 'll For every successful! *ove

foreard, you score 10 pts.'

10110 ? :? "21 For every successfull har

hour crossing, you score 230 pts

k a randoe bonus beteeen ';

10120 ? '40 and 140 pts.'

10130 ? :? ' You Kill also score a bonu

s of 10 tiees the difficulty level. Thi

s Kill be added at the end of ';

18135 ? 'the gaie.'

10140 ? :? , 'Press any key.':POKE 764,25

5

10145 IF PEEK (764 1 =255 THEN 10145

10150 RETURN

11080 FOR V=100 TO 0 STEP -10

11005 POSITION OX ,0Y: ? #6;"*'

11010 SOUND 0, 255-V, 12,10: SOUND 1,200-V,

12, 10: POKE 710,

V

11020 NEXT VrSOUND 0,8,B,0:SOUND 1,8, 0,0

:POKE 710.PEEK (712) : BOSUB 820

11025 POSITION OX ,0Y: ? 06;' "

11030 LI VES=L I VES-1 : IF L!VES=0 THEN 1200

0

11040 RETURN

12000 GRAPHICS 17:SETC0L0R 4,8,0:SETCOLO

R 0,12, 10: POKE 16,64:P0KE 53774,64

12010 POSITION 4,1:? 06; 'miHiHIC
12015 POSITION 4,2:? 06;'4G4« DYER#'

12020 POSITION 4,3:? 06; '00000000000'

12021 SC=SC*II0*DIF)

12022 POSITION 2,8:? 06;'YOUR SCORE=";SC

: IF SOHSC THEN HSC=SC

12023 POSITION 2,10:? 06;'HIGH SCORE=';H

SC

12025 POSITION 0,21:? 06; 'PRESS START TO
PLAY'

12030 POKE 710,PEEK(20>

12035 IF PEEK ( 53279 ) < >6 THEN 12030

12040 DIF=1:SC=0:LIVES=3:GOTO 15

30000 RESTORE 30000

[mm
30010 DIH DONNCODE 0 ( 2 1 ) : DONN=ADR I DONNCOD

EH
.

30020 FOR 1=DQHN TO DONN*20:READ B:POKE

I, B: NEXT I

30030 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203

30035 DATA 160,10,177,203,200,145,203

30040 DATA 136,134,192,255,200,245,96

30050 DIH HC4I32)

30060 FOR 1=1 TO 32:READ A:HC$(1,I1=CHR4

IA) [SOUND 0,I«10,1B,10:NEXT I

30070 DATA 104,104,133,213,104,133,212,1

04,133,215,104,133,214,162,4,160,0,177,2

12,145,214

30080 DATA 200,208,249,230,213,230,215,2

02,208,240,96

30085 CH=PEEK ( 106) -8:CHSET=CH§256

30090 I=USR(ADR(HC*I. 57344, CHSET)

30100 DIH CHAR»(31:CHAR»='I)*"

30110 FOR 1=1 TO 3

30120 CHPDS=CHSET+ (ASC ( CHARI 1 1 ) 1-321*8

30130 FOR J=0 TO 7: READ A:POKE CHPOStJ.A

: SOUND 0,I*J,10,10:NEIT J:NEXT I

30140 DATA 8,20,28,62,62,127,127,255

30150 DATA 24,60,126,126,195,195,195,195

30160 DATA 255,255,255,255,255,255,255,2

55

50200 LIVES=3:5C=8:DIF=1:LEVEL*1:PR06=1

32000 REH VBLANK ROUTINE TO ROTATE

32010 REH ALL 256 COLOURS*

32020 REH FROH I/O ISSUE 4 NINTER 83

32030 FOR A=B TO 63

52040 READ I TEH

32058 POKE 1664+A, ITEH

32055 SOUND 0,A*10,10,10

32060 NEXT A

32170 RESTORE : RETURN

32500 DATA 173,36,2,141,193,6

32510 DATA 173,37,2,141,194,6

32520 DATA 168,180.162,6,169,7

32530 DATA 32,92,228

32540 DATA 238

32550 DATA 192,6,173,192,6

32560 DATA 141,10,212,141

32570 DATA 22,208

32580 DATA 174,252,2,232,240,238

32590 DATA 172,193,6,174,194,6

32600 DATA 169,7,32.92,228,104,96

32610 DATA 206,196,2,173,196

32660 DATA 2, 141, 192, 6, 76, 9B, 228
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Many years ago, I set out
from Earth on a routine
trading mission to Hlor, a
small but friendly planet In
- *— -"—ant galaxy. On r--

I was attacked

and was forced to la
planet Inhabited by some
weird creatures. My
spaceship Is damaged and
I'd like your help to repair
It so that I oan return
home. You should give me
instructions In the form of
one or two word sentences
such as get food.

Note

gram (line 50 locks the pro-
gram into this mode).

Words
Understood





mill

(Hi/Mull



COMPUTES OAKES J

E. McPherson

This gams Is about 7K long
and will run on a model B
model A (32K) (

°SSf ”
In this game you a

»al miner working d
the pit and your lob is h
and collect coal from

which Is then added to

10 REN HiiHHiitimimimiiHiiii
?0 REN *» The Niner »»*

3* REN *•* Written and designed ***

40 REN •« by »»»

50 REN h» Jaees HcPherson **»

60 REN »et«n»#M»*ttt*»»attt»»»»»»»at

70 N0DE7

80 PROCintro

90 H0DE2

100 VDU 23 ; 9202 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0

;

111 DIN 81(5,1)

120 PROCsetup

130 PROCeazedran

140 SCI=0

150 TI=0

160 PROClevel (4501

170 PLOT 69,900, YIX+2B

180 VDU 5: HOVE 120,56*VLZ:PRlNT;
,
Reserv

es:*;:VDU 4
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6C0L 3,17: MOVE XZ,YI:PRINT

1280 REPEAT

121* 61=61tl

1220 IF (61 HDD 301=1 THEN R1=RND(5):PR0

Cchangeblock

1230 IF 161 HOD 201=1 THEN PROClevel (-10

1240 IF TIHE125 THEN TIHE=0:PROCaineraov

1250 X 11=11:Y1I=Y1

1260 XX=Xl-lNKEYt-67)t64*INKEY(-98)t64

1270 Yl'Yl+INKEY (-105) *32-lNKEY 1-731*32

1280 P01=P0INT(X1,Y11

1290 IF POX=l THEN PROCunload

1300 IF P01=3 THEN 1320

1310 IF P01O6 THEN XI=XU:Y1=Y11

1320 IF P01=7 THEN PROCloadcoal

1330 6COL 3, 17

1340 HOVE 111,YU
1350 PRINT jHANJj

1360 IF INKEYMl THEN PRQCflag

1370 PROCaovealfred

1380 6C0L 3,17

1390 HOVE XI, Y1

1400 PRINT ;HAN»;

1410 UNTIL 0

1420 :

1430 :

1440 DEF PROCchangeblock

1450 VDU 4

1460 COLOUR 6

1470 IF BX(RX,0)<1 THEN 1490

1480 PRINT TAB(BXIRX,0),BX(RX,1)))CHRJ25

1490 Bl(RX,0)=RND(18l:BI(Rl,ll=RND(20)+5

1500 XBX=BXIRX,0)»64

1510 YB1= 131-B1 (R1 , 1 1 1*32

1520 IF POINT (XB1 ,YB1)< >6 THEN BOTO 1490

1530 COLOUR 2

1540 PRINT TAB(BX(R1,0) ,Bl(Rl,l));CHRt25

5

1550 VDU 5

1560 ENDPROC

1570 :

1580 :

1590 DEF PROCloadcoal

1600 IF HAN»=CHR»234 THEN ENDPROC

1610 HAN<=CHR*234

1620 SOUND 2,2,150,1

1630 ENDPROC

1640 :

1650 :

1660 DEF PROCunload

1670 IF HANJ=CHR»233 THEN ENDPROC

1680 HANJ=CHR»233

1690 PROClevel (751

1700 TX=TX*300

1710 VDO 4: COLOUR 9:PRINT TAB (8,01 ; T1:VD

U 5

1720 SOUND 2,2,0,

1

1730 ENDPROC

-
1

1750 :

1760 DEF PROCiovealPred

1770 ZX=0

1780 HX1=XS1)X1:HY1=YS1>Y1

1790 6C0L 3,6

1800 HOVE XS1,YS1:PRINT ; ALFRED*

;

1810 IF X1=XS1 AND Yl=YSi THEN HAN»=CHR»

233:PR0Clevel (-25) :SOUND 3,3,150,1:6010 1

950

1820 IF FL7.70 THEN XS1=XSUXS1X:YS1=YS1*

YSU:60T0 1880

1830 IF YSU=0 AND HY1 AND POINT (XSZ+16

,

YSX-401O4 THEN YS1X=-32:XS1X=0:6OTO 1870

1840 IF YS11=0 AND HY1=0 AND POINT (XSW

6,YS1*16)<>4 THEN YS11=32:XSU=0:6OTO 187

0

1850 IF XS1X=0 AND HX1 AND POINT (XS1-16,

YS1-16104 THEN XSll=-64:YSU=0:6OTO 1870

I860 IF XS11=0 AND HY1=0 AND PQINTIXSltl

00,YSI-16)<>4 THEN XS1X=64:YS1X=0

1870 XSI=XSX*XS1X:YS1=YS1*YSU

1880 POX=PO 1NT ( XS1* 1 6 , YSX- 1 6

1

1690 IF P01=6 OR P01=2 OR P0X=7 THEN 195

0

1900 IF FL1=20 THEN FLX=0:6COL 0,6:HDVE

XSX, YSX: VDU 255: XS1=XS1-XS1Z: YSX=YSX-YSU

:6C0L 3,6:ALFRED»=CHR»35:NF1=NF1-1 : 60T0

1950

1910 IF P0X=1 THEN FL1=FL1*1:ALFRED«=CHR

*240:XSX=XSI-XS1X:YSX=YSX-YS11:6OTO 1950

1920 IF 21=1 THEN YSU=YSU*-1:XSU=XS1I

t-l:2X=0:GOTO 1870

1930 IF YS11=0 THEN XSX=XS1-XSH:YSU=1Y

Sl< Yl*2*ll *32: XS 11=0: Zl= 1 :GOTO 1870

1940 IF XSU=0 THEN YS1=YSX-YS1X:XS1I=(X B

SX<XX«2*1> »64: YS!1=0: 2X=l:6OT0 1870

1950 6C0L 3,6:H0VE XS1, YS1:PRINT ; ALFRED !

I960 ENDPROC

2010 IF NFX=5 THEN ENDPROC

2020 NFX=NF1+1

2030 HOVE XI, YX

2040 PRINT ;FLA6i;

2050 SOUND 1,1,50,1

2060 VDU 5

2070 ENDPROC

2080 :

2090 :

2100 DEF PROClevel (ASX)

2110 ASX=ASX«2

2120 IF ASX7B THEN 6C0L 0,2 ELSE 6C0L 0,
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2138 FDR NZ=1 TO 4

2140 MOVE SCI,YLWH«4:PLQT 1J,SCI+MI,Y

LZ*NX»4

2150 NEXT

2160 SCl=SCZ*ASZ

2170 IF SCU0 THEN PROCend

2180 ENDPROC

2190 :

2208 :

2210 DEF PROCend

2220 RESTORE 2518

2230 FOR Ml TO 2500:NEXT

2240 »F1115,0

2250 VDU 4

2260 PRINT TAB(3,30); 'Press any key*;:A=

GET

2270 TX=TZtBX

2280 COLOUR 1: COLOUR 131

229B READ 0*: LX=0:P*="

’

2300 0I=B$4*
'

2310 REPEAT

2320 LHW
2330 P0=P04RID4(80,LZ,1)

2340 UNTIL HID4(B*,LZ,1)=" *

2350 PRINT
1

' TAB ( ( 19-LEN (P*))/2); P*;

2360 A !

2370 II

2380 PS="

2398 R2=RND (61: COLOUR RZ: COLOUR 129+.RZ

2400 GOTO 2310

2410 IF TZ=0 THEN 2450

2428 PRINT; U;
2430 TX*0

2440 GOTO 2290

2450 FOR Ml TO 6000: NEXT

2460 CLS

2470 *FX 15,0

2480 PRINT TAB(0,10);'A6A1N? <Y/N>';:A$=

6ETI

2490 IF A0='Y* THEN RUN ELSE CLS: END

2500 ENDPROC

2510 DATA Unfortunately the pit had to b

e closed due to lack of reserves houever

you have earned yourself Redundancy pay

2520 :

2530 :

2540 DEF PROCintro

2550 RESTORE 2830

2560 FOR 01=0 TO 1

2570 PRINT TABU0,8ZI;CHRI141;CHR$131;*T

he Niner'

2580 NEXT
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30245 c

50230 c

30255 c

30260 c

:«252, 234, 198, 198, 190, 198,254,252
: a254 , 254 , 1 92 ,248 ,248,192, 254 ,254
: *254,254, 192,248,248, 192, 192, 192

124.254.198.198.198.198.254.124
252,254, 198, 198,254,252, 192, 192
124 ,254, 198,198, 198,222,254, 1 19

252,254, 198, 198,254,252,198, 198
124.254.192.252.126.6.254.124

254,56,56,56,56,36,56
198,198,198,198,198,254,124
198, 198, 19B, 198, 108,36,16
198.198.198.2 14.254 .238.198
198. 108.56.36. 108.198.198

198,198,198,238,124,56,56,56
254 ,12,24 ,48,96,254,254
85,170,85,170,85,170,85
.0,0,0,0,235,0
6 ,6 ,6 ,8 , 6,

6

1*96,96,96,96,96,96,96,96

50405 d

30410 d

50413 d

30420 d

50325 d

50530 d

50535 d

50340 d

50345 d

50550 d

50555 d

30560 d

50363 d

30370 d

50580 d

50585 d

50590 d

50595 d

50600 d

50605 d

50610 d

50615 d

50620 d

50625 d

30630 d

50635 d

50640 d

50645 d

124,254,198,1
0,0,0,204,51 ,

16,16,8,204,!

: *0,255
:*0 ,252
: *252, 252

255,25:
252,25c

• 252 ,c

,255,0,255,255

30285 d

50290 d

0,0,0,0,192,224

: *224, 192,0,0,0,0,0,0

: *255 ,255, 255,

c

(pV0&6
jTL ‘

30330 c

50335 d

50355 c

50360 c

50385 c

50390 c

127 , 96 , 1 1 1 , 104 , 104 , 1 1 1 ,96 , 127

1.0.

0.0.56.36.24.48

1.0.

0. 126. 126.0.0.0
1,0,0,0,0,56,56,56
>54,6,245,22,22,246,6,254
1,254,206,222,246,230,254, 124

PLEASE WAI1

t*254, 254, 192,252,254, 6, 254,252

1,24,0,0,24,24,4

> GRAPHICS"
>+N,Aif'CXT
rYPE IN NEW, THEN'

o o 109

OO i
sU

1 :s

30 PR I NT "M LOAD IN PROC
35 GETA*i I FA**" "THEN35

99 REM SH IP#

1

DATA0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0
DATA0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,240,0
ATA3, 220,0, 13,92,0,53,92
OATA0 ,213 ,92 ,63 ,255 ,255 , 19c

04 DATA3 ,63 ,255 ,255 ,0,0,0,0
ATA0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0

06 DATA0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0

ATA0,0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0
DATA0,0,0,0, 15,0,0,53
DATA 192, 0,53, 1 12,0,53,92,8

1,233,255,252, 192,0
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i
it maze the number of
its Increases to a max-
n of five on the fifth
i. Completing the fifth
1 will give you a
i depending on the
%ken to do the task,
lng you back to the

the strawberry
irn to green for

and then you can

shoot them getting extra
points. As your snake Is In
continuous movemeht you
must have a quick finger to
decide which direction you
want to go. Otherwise she
decides for you when she
hits a block, but you're
always In control.

One last warning, don't
shoot yourself or you will
have a nice and InglorlouB

As you see the game Is In

3 parts and you must
carefully type each one of
them (special care to pro-
gram 2) and save them one
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/ ELECTRON / DRAGON

. tapes 1 (*30p P&P). Stamp

DON’T LEAVE IT TO CHANCE
GIVE YOUR BUSINESS A BOOST

BY ADVERTISING IN

COMPUTER GAMER
PHONE DAVE ON 01-437-0699

COMPUTER GAMER CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
1 Rates: 40p per word per Issue (minimum 15 words) Please place my advert in CGtor issues 1

3. JL&PJLTD)
Name

L
5. 6 .

8 9

iTa 11 12.

Pfione No

siansiura Dale

1
13. 14 15

•ENDTO-irninFNROIIARF lONnONWI fit.20 7AR ; | | 1 | | I I | | | I M I I

1



BATTLE FOR ANTWERP
For Spectrum 48Kand Commodore 64

••Acturate tuf
Strategic simulation.

• Real-time combat wit
full scrolling graphics

4

Liberty House, $ V
222 Regent Street. i

Anw»
~

P^ London W1R7D& 1
I
1 - Telephone 01-439 0666

1 I.OTHLORIEN



AgreatNEWgame
from A&F.

Great games.Great ideas.

f A4F•«««. uni, 8, Canal Side Industrial Estate,

ftO 40 ALSO AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM A&F Woodbine Street East, Rochdale, Lancs OL16 5LB.
Telephone: 0706 341111


